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D.	Church Personnel

PASTORAL STAFF/PERSONNEL

	CANDIDATING

	Pastoral Candidating Questions/Issues

JOB DESCRIPTION
A written job description will clarify expectations and will give the candidate and Search Committee a solid foundation on which to begin discussions.


EXPECTATIONS
(Written in job description and/or assumed by candidate and members)
·	Hours in office, study, visiting, etc.
·	Worship, length, style, formality/informality, choruses/hymns preferred, etc.
·	Preaching, style, strengths, weaknesses, etc.
·	Visitation needs, plans
·	Committee participation

SALARY AND BENEFITS
Also discuss the candidate’s current financial status. Does he come with major debt, school loans, etc.?

PASTORAL CRITERIA
Guidelines and Suggestions for Churches and Pastors involved in the Candidation Process

Preamble: An open, honest and informed foundation to a pastor-church relationship is a key to a lasting and effective ministry together. To aid in preparing that foundation, and to ensure a good “match” between pastor and congregation, the following lists of questions are suggested for both the congregation and the pastor involved in the candidation process to consider. They are recommendations, not requirements. It is unlikely that you would use, or even attempt to use, all these questions. But we would request that you at least prayerfully consider the issues raised by each of these questions, if not the direct question itself. There is also an excellent and extensive tool available from the EFCC Home Office on the entire process of “Finding the Right Pastor.”

The questions are divided into two parts, questions to be answered by the “candidate pastor,” and questions to be answered by the church, for the sake of the “candidate pastor.” Within each of these parts there are questions in four areas: personal, ministerial, doctrinal, and historical.

PART ONE: QUESTIONS FOR PASTORS TO ASK AND/OR CONSIDER

1.	PERSONAL
To help you understand the role and support of the pastoral family:
·	What do you do to ensure that your pastor is faithful to his relationship with God, his family, and his duties?
·	What, if anything, do you expect of the pastor’s wife?
·	What, if anything, do you expect of the pastor’s children (if applicable)?
·	How do you encourage the pastor’s wife?

To help you understand the support of the pastor by the church:
·	What do you do to ensure that your pastor is physically, emotionally, and spiritually charged up?
·	What do you provide for “pastoral retreat time,” or “study leave”?
·	What extracurricular activities do you feel the pastor and his family should be allowed involvement in, and do you provide sufficient salary for them to participate in these activities?

To help you understand the environment of the community and the church for the pastoral family, ask:
·	What does your community have to offer my family?
·	What would be the average age of a member of this church?

2.	MINISTERIAL
To help you understand the role, tasks, and expectations of the Pastoral office:
·	Prioritize my involvement in the following responsibilities:
___ preaching				___ counselling
___ administration				___ education
___ youth				___ pastoral care
___ visitation				___ evangelism
___discipleship				___ social work
___ worship and music		___missions
___community relations/involvement
·	Describe a typical day and week in the life of a pastor.
·	What things should be allowed to pull a pastor away from this routine?
·	What do you see as the next pastor’s priorities for the first two years?

To help you understand the ministry of church:
·	Does your church have a specific vision, if so, what is it?
·	What are the most important issues for you in determining whom you will call as a pastor?

3.  DOCTRINAL
To help you understand the church’s position on some “potentially divisive doctrines,”:
·	How do you handle church discipline (cite example)?
·	Do you feel that the pastor should hold the same eschatological position as the majority of the congregation?
·	Would you consider your church to be primarily Calvinist or Arminian?

4.  CHURCH HISTORY/CHARACTER
To help you understand the character of the church, and to help identify any problems that the church may presently have, or have had a history of:
·	Why do you need a pastor? (Relate history of past pastoral experiences)
·	Has your church ever asked a pastor to leave?  If so, why?
·	Has your church ever experienced a split, or large exodus of members?  If so, why?
·	How is the church different than it was five years ago?
·	Are there any current or past unresolved personal conflicts in the church body?
·	If I were to move to this community what would attract me to this church?
·	For what reason did the most recent person leave your church to join another church in the same community?

	PART TWO: QUESTIONS FOR THE CHURCH TO CONSIDER


1.	PERSONAL
To help you understand the candidate’s family life:
Marriage
·	How would you describe your marriage right now?
·	How would your wife describe your marriage right now?
·	What are you doing to enrich your marriage?
·	How much time do you like to spend with your spouse each week?
·	How much time do you spend with your spouse each week?
·	What kind of things do you do with your spouse each week?
·	Have you ever been involved in sexually inappropriate behaviour? If so, what was done about it?
Family
·	How much time do you like to spend with your family each week?
·	What size community do you prefer to live in?
·	How much time do you spend with your family each week?
·	What kind of things do you do with your family each week?
·	What kind of special events do you do with your family occasionally?
·	What do your children enjoy doing and what are their strengths?
·	Do you or your family have any health problems?

To help you understand the candidate’s spiritual/emotional life:
·	What do you practice in your personal devotional life?
·	Which of the following do you find the most difficult?
___ Temperance			___ Self-control
___ Hospitality			___ Able to teach
___ Contentment (material)		___ Gentleness
___ Managing your own family	___ Sobriety
___ Discipline				___ Slow to Anger
___ Being deferential and gracious
·	What do you do to keep yourself physically, emotionally, and spiritually charged?
·	How is your walk with God right now?
·	Who has most strongly influenced you to follow Christ and how did they do it?
·	How do you deal with lustful thoughts?
·	Do you make yourself accountable to anyone?

To help you understand the candidate’s financial needs:
·	What is your current financial status?
·	How much money would you like to make as a pastor?

To help you understand the candidate’s future plans:
·	Do you forsee further training or education for yourself or your spouse?
·	If you could do anything else besides pastoring what would you choose?
·	What needs do you anticipate as a pastor? How best can the church meet those needs?

To help you understand the candidate’s personal interests and habits:
·	What books/magazines have you read recently that you enjoyed?
·	What are your main interests, recreational activities, and hobbies?
·	What hobbies does your family enjoy together?

2.	MINISTERIAL
To help you understand the candidate’s personal giftedness and “call”:
·	What do you consider to be your spiritual gift(s)? What confirmation have you received from others regarding your giftedness?
·	Why do you want to be a pastor?
·	Does your wife support your call to ministry 100%?
·	What confirmation have you received for your pastoral call?
·	Prioritize your strengths in:				___speaking
___confrontation		___compromising		___observing things about people
___comforting		___exhorting			___making things happen with people
___teaching		___preaching			___maintaining ministries
___one on one		___large groups		___changing ministries
___studying in your office___organizing a vision	___visiting outside your office
___disciplining Christians___ casting a vision		___evangelizing non-Christians
___listening		___familiar environment	___new environments

To help you understand the candidate’s philosophy of ministry:
·	What do you consider your role and relationship to be toward the church leadership?
·	How would you initiate your ministry in the first six months?
·	What would your goal be for the first two years in this church?
·	How do you see spending your week?
·	What do you hope to accomplish during Sunday morning time?
·	How important do you consider home visitation by the pastor to be?
·	How important is loyalty to the EFCC to you?
·	Describe in one sentence your philosophy of ministry?
·	How will you equip this church for ministry? 
·	What areas of ministry are a struggle for you?
·	What do you feel is an appropriate worship style for a church in which you minister? (What may be inappropriate in modern forms of worship?)
·	How long do you feel you need to be in a community in order to fulfill your ministry there?
·	How will you know if you are a “successful” pastor?
·	Do you think pastors should be involved in ministerial organizations on a local, district, provincial, or national level?
·	Do you think that a pastor should actively support denominational activities (district and national)?

To help you understand the candidate’s history in ministry:
·	What conflicts have you had in previous ministries?
·	What ministries do you support financially?
·	What successes have you had in personal evangelism?
·	What were the most helpful aspects of your pastoral training?
·	What has been one of the greatest disappointments you have experienced in ministry?
·	Why are you leaving your present position?

3.	DOCTRINAL ISSUES
To help you understand the candidate’s position on the doctrinal fundamentals:
·	Do you agree completely with the EFCC doctrinal statement?
·	What doctrinal areas do you consider to be nonnegotiable?
·	How do you respond to people with different theological positions than you on the “nonnegotiables”? On the “negotiables”?
·	Do you hold any beliefs that could cause friction in some churches?

To help you understand the candidate’s position on some potentially divisive issues:
·	Do you hold a particular conviction regarding Bible translations? (What Bible translation do you use?)
·	What do you believe about divorce?
·	How will you handle divorced people wanting to get married?
·	What are your convictions about the use of alcohol and tobacco, overeating, overspending, etc.?
·	What do you believe about the education of children (home, public, or Christian schooling)?
·	What do you believe about the role of women in church leadership?
·	Are there any activities that society accepts that you believe are inappropriate for a Christian to participate in?

4.	 HISTORICAL
To help you understand the candidate’s personal history:
·	How would you describe the family situation in which you were raised?
·	What other kinds of occupations have you held?
·	Have you ever struggled with any kind of an addiction? If so, what?
·	Can you provide some Christian and non-Christian references?
·	Who have been your closest non-Christian friends and how did these relationships develop?

Comment on the Following:
·	Your preaching style
·	Your counselling ability
·	Your approach to pastoral visiting
·	Your approach to leadership training; to discipleship; to evangelism


	CHECKLIST FOR CLARITY IN A CALL
YES

NO
1.	Church moves/provides moving expenses
	
	

2.	Church provides housing?

·	If yes, in what form? Church-owned house___     Housing allowance___
	
	

3.	Church provides utilities or allowance?
	
	

4.	Church assists in purchasing home?  If yes, indicate the following:

·	Provides down payment as gift or loan in the amount of $_____ at an interest rate of ___% to be repaid at $____ monthly.
·	Amount loaned to be paid in full within ___ days of termination. (Any gift or loan amount forgiven must be treated as added income.)
	


5.	Monthly salary to begin $_____ with review for increase at the end of: _________ months.  Recommendation for increase to be made by committee.
	
	

6.	Monthly travel expenses reimbursed?

·	If yes, in the amount of ____ cents per km for travel on church business.
	
	

7.	Church provides insurance coverage?
·	If yes, how much?  _______     Health $_______     Life     $_______
	
	

8.	Church provides reimbursement for ministry expenses?
·	If yes, up to what annual amount? $_____________
	
	

9.	Church provides weekly days off?
·	If yes, number of days _______
	
	

10.	Church provides annual paid vacation?
·	If yes, ____number of weeks first year; second year and thereafter____
	
	

11.	Church provides time off to assist other churches with meetings?
·	How many weeks? _______
	
	

12.	Church provides time and expenses to attend denominational conventions?
·	How much? _______
	
	

13.	Church provides time off for death of family members?
·	If yes, how much time? _______
	
	

14.	Church provides time off for illness?
·	If yes, amount of time annually _______
	
	

15.	Are salary benefits paid during time of illness?
·	For how long? _______
	
	

16.	Church provides annual physical examination?
	
	

17.	Pastor is designated as supervisor of other staff?

·	If not, who is designated and for which staff members?______________
	
	

18.	Time off is provided for study leave and professional development?

·	If yes, how much time annually? _______
	
	

19.	Does church pay cost of job-related training?

	
	

20.	Does church provide retirement benefit?

·	If yes, what amount? _______
	
	

21.	
	
	

22.	

	
	



SAMPLE JOB DESCRIPTIONS

	SENIOR PASTOR

Purpose

The pastor, as God’s appointed shepherd of the (insert church here) has as his first responsibility, a personal relationship to God as outlined in Romans 12:1,2. As a man of God, his second responsibility is to his family. As a shepherd of the church, he shall devote his time to the work of the church, the preaching of the Word, and the care of the flock. He shall, with great patience and meekness as outlined in Galatians 6:1, be ready to restore, reprove, rebuke, and exhort, in order to maintain spiritual unity and rightly divide the Word. The standards are outlined in 1 Timothy 3:1-7, 1 Timothy 4:12-13, II Timothy 2:15, and Titus 1:7-9.

He shall be in agreement with the stated objectives of (insert church here), and shall abide by and uphold its constitutions and by-laws.

	Responsibilities

1.	The pastor shall provide a pulpit ministry that incorporates the expounding of Scripture in all doctrine, presenting a clear picture of who God is, clearly defining what the believer has in Christ, presenting a clear message of salvation, and exhorting the church congregation (and himself) to act upon scriptural teaching in their daily lives. The pastor will share the pulpit and work to develop this gift in believers.

2.	The pastor shall function as the Lead Elder, overseeing and feeding the flock, drawing disciples unto Christ, not himself, as outlined in Acts 20:28-30.
3.	The pastor shall lead the church in an effective program of witnessing and in a caring ministry for persons in the church and community.
4.	The pastor shall spend much time in prayer and personal Bible study in order that he may experience spiritual growth.
5.	The pastor shall work with deacons, church officers, and committees as they perform their assigned responsibilities.
6.	The pastor shall act as moderator of church business meetings (unless a layperson is elected as moderator).
7.	The pastor shall co-ordinate the staff and lay leaders in such a manner that he develops a spirit of team ministry.
8.	The pastor shall oversee personal counselling of the members and friends of the church and be available to counsel when his services are required.
9.	The pastor shall perform wedding ceremonies and conduct funerals.
10.	The pastor shall oversee or administer the ordinances of baptism and communion at regularly scheduled and special services.
11.	The pastor shall oversee and participate in instruction classes for prospective members covering the Confession of Faith, Christian life, organization of the church, and the church purpose.
12.	The pastor is encouraged to attend and participate in EFCC district and national conferences and activities, providing such activities do not hinder his responsibilities to this congregation.
13.	The pastor is encouraged to develop, and will be supported by the church in, a personal ministry that he believes God calls him to undertake. This freedom assumes it is in accord with the church’s stated purpose and does not hinder his responsibilities to this congregation.

	
Relationships

1.	The pastor will oversee and co-ordinate all paid staff of the church in a manner that develops team building.
2.	The pastor will function as Lead Elder working with lay Elders to hold each other accountable and build each other up.
3.	The pastor may work with the various church boards and committees, and shall listen to their counsel, and provide spiritual leadership.
4.	The pastor shall provide spiritual leadership for the congregation; he is accountable to the Elder Board, the Church Council, and the membership.


	MINISTER OF MUSIC

	Principal Function

The Minister of Music is responsible to the church, supervised by the pastor, for the development and promotion of the music program of the church.

	Responsibilities

1.	Direct the planning, organizing, conducting, and evaluating of a comprehensive music program including choirs, vocal and/or instrumental ensembles.
2.	Supervise the work of assigned paid staff workers.
3.	Co-operate with the church process to enlist and train leaders for the church music ministry including graded choir workers, songleaders, and accompanists for the church education organizations.
4.	Lead in planning and promoting a graded choir program; direct and co-ordinate the work of lay choir leaders; direct adult, youth, and other choirs as needed.
5.	Serve as a member of the church council or co-ordinating group; co-ordinate the music program with the organizational calendar and emphases of the church.
6.	Assist the pastor in planning all services of worship.
7.	Arrange and provide music for weddings, funerals, special projects, ministries, and other church-related activities upon request.
8.	Plan, organize, and promote choir tours, mission trips, camps, festivals, workshops, clinics, and programs for the various choirs.
9.	Supervise the maintenance of the music library, materials, supplies, musical instruments, and other equipment.
10.	Keep informed on music methods, materials, promotion, and administration.
11.	Prepare an estimated annual music budget and administer the approved budget.
12.	Co-operate with denominational leaders in promoting activities of mutual interest.
13.	Perform other duties as assigned by the pastor.
	
ASSOCIATE PASTOR OF YOUTH

Responsible To

The senior pastor

	Position Summary

To oversee ministries of evangelism, discipleship and nurture of the church’s junior and senior high youth and to develop and oversee ministries which reach out to youth in the ______________ area with the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

	Position Details

1.	Recruit, train and encourage lay leaders in planning and carrying out evangelism, discipleship and nurture ministries of (insert church here)’s junior and senior high (including weekly meetings, special events, discipleship groups, camping experiences, missions projects, retreats, outreach events, district and national youth conferences).
2.	Develop a Scripturally-based philosophy of youth and appropriate policies to facilitate this ministry.
3.	Have regular teaching responsibilities with youth (e.g. Sunday School, Bible Instruction Class, weekly youth group, discipleship group).
4.	Co-ordinate the year-round schedule of youth events and the use of church facilities for youth ministry with the church calendar.
5.	Prepare an annual budget for youth ministries for submission to the Stewardship Board.
6.	Have direct one-on-one ministry contact with youth on an ongoing basis.
7.	Assure that youth have meaningful service opportunities within the church.
8.	Attend meetings and conferences of the pastoral staff as scheduled by the senior pastor and work with the staff as a team member.
9.	Participate in the public worship services of the church as agreed upon with the senior pastor.
10.	Serve as an ex-officio member of boards and committees of the church as designated by the senior pastor and fulfill other duties and responsibilities as assigned by the senior pastor.

	Qualifications

1.	Spiritual qualifications shall be the same as those required of all pastoral staff members.
2.	This person shall be in complete agreement with the Statement of Faith of the church and be encouraged to be credentialed by the Evangelical Free Church of Canada.
3.	This person shall have a proven ability to communicate with and relate positively to youth and adults.
4.	Bachelor’s degree from an accredited college or university with coursework to include biblical and theological training.
	
MINISTER OF EDUCATION

	Principle Function

The Minister of Education is responsible to the church, supervised by the senior pastor, for providing staff leadership to the entire church educational program. This involves assisting church program leaders in planning, conducting, and evaluating a comprehensive ministry of Christian education in support of the mission and objectives of the church.

	Responsibilities

1.	Lead the church in planning, conducting, and evaluating a comprehensive program of Christian education.
2.	Serve as educational resource person and advisor to the leaders of church programs and service organizations.
3.	Serve as educational resource person and advisor to the committees of the church as requested.
4.	Work within the church process to select, enlist, and train qualified leaders.
5.	Co-ordinate the production of informational and public relations materials, such as church publications and news releases.
6.	Develop special educational and training projects such as camps, retreats, and study seminars for various age groups within the congregation.
7.	Lead the church to be aware of the educational and curriculum materials available and lead the church to choose the most suitable.
8.	Prepare an estimated annual education budget and administer the approved budget.
9.	Assist the senior pastor in planning, conducting, and evaluating congregational services as requested.
10.	Serve on the church council.
11.	Supervise appropriate church staff members as assigned, such as age-group directors, recreation leaders, educational secretary, and custodian.
12.	Co-operate with denominational leaders in promoting activities of mutual interest.
13.	Keep informed on methods, materials, principles, procedures, promotion, and administration as related to the education program.
14.	Perform other duties as assigned by the senior pastor.


	
MINISTER TO ADULTS

	Job Summary

The Minister to Adults will have the responsibility of developing and supervising adult ministries, the goal of which is a balance of Christ-centered, disciple-making ministries that build up the believers, train them for ministry, and equip them to reach their peers.

	Calling

The Minister to Adults will be a member of the pastoral staff, selected by a congregational call committee in co-operation with the General Board and pastoral staff, and called by the congregation for a non-specific period of time. He will be in agreement with the Vision Statement, Statement of Faith, and the Standards for Leadership of (insert church here), and will abide by the constitutions and by-laws.
Salary and other benefits will be commensurate with equivalent staff members.  This will be reviewed and recommended by the Board of Deacons and voted upon each year by the congregation at the annual church business meeting.

Qualifications
Personal:  The Minister to Adults
1.	Is a committed Christian, living in accordance with the Word of God and specifically meeting the qualifications outlined in 1 Timothy 3:2-7 and Titus 1:6-9.
2.	Senses the call of God into adult ministry and demonstrates the gifts of pastor/teacher (Ephesians 4:11).
3.	Demonstrates a teachable servant’s heart.
4.	Shows the ability to relate to adults and communicate effectively with them.  
5.	Is skilled in interpersonal relationships and works well as part of a team.
6.	If married, has a wife who is supportive of his ministry.

Professional: The Minster to Adults
1.	Has at least a bachelor’s degree and preferably is a seminary graduate.
2.	Has a thorough knowledge of the Bible.
3.	Has a good track record in discipling adults.
4.	Has developed appropriate administrative skills, particularly that of prioritizing in planning, organizing, and delegating.
5.	Is cognizant of current technological developments for educating adults.

	Job Responsibilities

General: The Minister to Adults
1.	Will serve on the Adult Ministries Committee (AMC) and the Christian Education (CE) Board as outlined in the by-laws.
2.	Will do counselling and visitation as is needed in carrying out his ministry areas.
3.	Will periodically evaluate assigned ministry areas and recommend changes to the senior pastor.
4.	May participate in occasional preaching opportunities as directed by the senior pastor.
5.	Will participate in the worship services as directed by the senior pastor.
6.	Will develop organized curricula for systematic progressive growth and spiritual maturity of the congregation.

Adult Ministries: The Minister of Adults, in conjunction with the AMC,
1.	Will be responsible for the development of a vision and strategy for discipleship ministries among the adults.
2.	Will supervise the development and implementation of short and long range plans as they apply to the adult ministries.
3.	Will supervise the administrative needs of adult ministries (for example, attendance, offerings, room assignments and set-up).
4.	Will oversee and work with ministries under the jurisdiction of the AMC (for example: Women’s Bible Study, Men’s Ministry, Senior Friendship, Library Committee, Adult Athletics, etc.).
5.	Will recruit, train and evaluate teachers.
6.	Will recruit and train Leadership Teams for adult classes.
7.	Will prepare a budget for adults ministries, to be submitted to the Christian Education Board.

	Organizational Relationships

General
The Minister to Adults will be accountable to the senior pastor, the Adult Ministries Committee, the Christian Education Board, the Elder Board, and the church congregation.

Senior Pastor: The Minister to Adults
1.	Will work under the immediate supervision of the senior pastor.
2.	Will consult with the senior pastor on major plans and policies related to adult ministries.
3.	Will keep the senior pastor informed of the status of adult ministries.

Pastoral Staff: The Minister to Adults
1.	Will attend meetings and conferences of the staff as scheduled.
2.	Will work in close co-operation with other church staff.

Adult Ministries Committee:
The Minister to Adults will serve as a voting member of the AMC, providing guidance and leadership in planning and implementing strategy.

Christian Education Board: The Minister to Adults
1.	Will serve in an advisory capacity as a non-voting member of the Christian Education Board.
2.	Will make recommendations and reports to the CE Board and will be responsible to carry out its policies.

Elder Board:
The Minister to Adults will work with the Elder assigned to adult ministries.

General Board:
The Minister to Adults will serve as an ex-officio, non-voting member of the General Board.

	Training and Development

The Minister to Adults will continue to improve the quality of his ministry by seeking appropriate educational opportunities. He will attend conferences and conventions that will improve his personal skills and ministries; such continuing education will be co-ordinated with the Elders, the senior pastor, and other staff personnel.
	

ASSISTANT PASTOR – JUNIOR HIGH YOUTH


Definition 
The Assistant Pastor for Junior High Youth is a full-time pastoral position designated to oversee and co-ordinate the development of ministries related to junior high students of the (insert Church here).

	Qualifications

The Assistant Pastor for Junior High Youth must:
1.	Give testimony and life witness of 1) spiritual gifts relevant to youth, 2) prior ministries in this area, 3) God’s affirming blessing on those ministries (1 Corinthians 12:4-6), and 4) a deep, genuine love for teenagers.
2.	Have an appropriate and adequate education, preferably at the college and graduate school level, in an area of study relevant to the ministry responsibilities. Have prior pastoral or professional experience in these areas.  
3.	Have a sound knowledge of Scripture and an ability to effectively apply Scriptural principles in ministry.
4.	Be a stable, mature and growing Christian with an exemplary personal, marital and family life.
5.	Be committed to teamwork with other pastoral staff and ministries within the church.
6.	Be in agreement with the doctrinal position of the (insert Church here). If not already ordained, be willing to pursue licensure and ordination by the Evangelical Free Church of Canada.

	Responsibilities

1.  Teacher: Responsible for the spiritual nurture and education of junior high students through an authoritative teaching ministry.
2.  Leadership: Able to command the respect of students and parents as a model for youth.
3.  Ministry Team Development: Model, recruit, oversee and give direction to his adult lay leadership team as well as the junior high student leadership team.
4.  Planning and Organization: Responsible for the development and implementation of all activities related to the junior high ministry (e.g. socials, retreats, district and national conferences, fundraisers, etc.)
5.  Discipling: Encourage spiritual development on the part of junior high students in both large and small group settings.
6.  Counselling: Provide pastoral counselling particularly for junior high students and parents.
7.  Perform other pastoral duties as required.

	Administrative Relationships

1.  Reporting and Evaluation: The Assistant Pastor for Junior High Youth will be accountable to and supervised by the Associate Pastor for Youth. Professional performance of the Assistant Pastor for Junior High Youth will be evaluated by the Personnel Committee of the Elder Board with input form the Associate Pastor for Youth.
2.  Co-ordination: The Assistant Pastor for Junior High Youth will co-ordinate ministries with other staff (especially the Assistant Pastor for Senior High Youth).
3.  Elder Board and committees: The Assistant Pastor for Junior High Youth will attend Elder Board meetings, be a member of the Christian Education Committee (where applicable), and may participate ex-officio on other committees as authorized by the Elder Board.


ASSISTANT PASTOR – SENIOR HIGH YOUTH

	Definition

The Assistant Pastor for Senior High Youth is a full-time pastoral position designated to oversee and co-ordinate the development of ministries related to senior high students of the (insert church here).

	Qualifications

1.	Give testimony and life witness of 1) spiritual gifts relevant to youth, 2) prior ministries in this area, 3) God’s affirming blessing on those ministries (1 Corinthians 12:4-6), and 4) a deep, genuine love for teenagers.
2.	Have an appropriate and adequate education, preferably at the college and graduate school level, in an area of study relevant to the ministry responsibilities. Have prior pastoral or professional experience in these areas.
3.	Have a sound knowledge of Scripture and an ability to effectively apply Scriptural principles in ministry.
4.	Be a stable, mature and growing Christian with an exemplary personal, marital and family life.
5.	Be committed to teamwork with other pastoral staff and ministries within the church.
6.	Be in agreement with the doctrinal position of (insert church here). If not already ordained, be willing to pursue licensure and ordination by the Evangelical Free Church of Canada.

	Responsibilities

1.	Teacher: Responsible for the spiritual nurture and education of senior high students through an authoritative teaching ministry.
2.	Leadership: Able to command the respect of students and parents as a model for youth.
3.	Ministry Team Development: Model, recruit, oversee and give direction to his adult lay leadership team as well as the senior high leadership team.
4.	Planning and Organization: Responsible for the development and implementation of all activities related to the senior high ministry (e.g. socials, retreats, district and national conferences, fundraisers, etc.)
5.	Discipling: Encourage spiritual development on the part of senior high students in both large and small group settings.
6.	Counselling: Provide pastoral counselling particularly for senior high students and parents.
7.	Perform other pastoral duties as required.
	Administrative Relationships

1.	Reporting and Evaluation: The Assistant Pastor for Senior High Youth will be accountable to and supervised by the Associate Pastor for Youth. The Personnel Committee of the Elder Board will evaluate Professional performance of the Assistant Pastor for Senior High Youth with input from the Associate Pastor for Youth.
2.	Co-ordination: The Assistant Pastor for Senior High Youth will co-ordinate ministries with other staff (especially the Assistant Pastor for Junior High Youth).
3.	Elder Board and Committees: The Assistant Pastor for Senior High Youth will attend Elder Board meetings, be a member of the Christian Education Committee, and may participate ex-officio on other committees as authorized by the Elder Board.




PASTORAL COMPENSATION GUIDELINES

	PREAMBLE
Churches often struggle with determining a fair and adequate level of compensation for their pastors.  One of the greatest obstacles is lack of current information regarding the levels of compensation normally afforded pastors in ministry. We must also recognize that pastors themselves may be hesitant to talk about this issue for fear of appearing materialistic or selfish.  


EFCC Survey Data – General Information
2008

The intent of this report is to provide practical assistance to church leadership and to pastors as pastoral compensation is either determined or evaluated.  Salary administration is more of an art than a science, so this report may provide some guidelines but cannot replace the prayerful response of church leadership to God’s leading with regard to their pastor’s welfare.

Only 32 churches responded, which is a response rate of approximately 24%.  This report emphasizes averages.  Averages will accurately describe what is being done by those responding to the survey, but are not necessarily the averages that would result if all EFCC churches had responded.  Further, though averages may indicate what is being done, they are not necessarily indicators of what should be done.
Response by Church Location
City/Rural
Surveys Returned

2005
2006
2007
2008
Rural/Town
50%
65.4%
60.8%
66%
City < 100000
22%
19.2%
19.6%
16%
City between 100 and 200000
7%
3.8%
2.0%
3%
City > 200000
20%
11.5%
17.6%
16%




































District Response Rates

Region
Percentage of Total Responses

2005
2006
2007
2008
Lower Pacific District
19%
15.4%
17.6%
16%
Canadian Pacific District
26%
19.2%
23.5%
16%
Alberta Parkland District
20%
30.8%
21.6%
25%
Prairie District
20%
19.2%
21.6
34%
Central District Manitoba
7%
11.5%
14%
9%
Central District Ontario
6%
3.8%


Quebec District
2%
0.0%
0.2%
0%






















































Church Age Ranges
(Primary age range of those attending)
Age Ranges
Year

2005
2006
2007
2008
Young < 35
4%
3.8%
9.8%
9.4%
Middle aged (36 - 65)
26%
23.1%
27.5%
9.4%
Retired
0%
0.0%
2.0%
6.3%
Young or Middle aged
9%
11.5%
9.8%
6.3%
Middle Aged or older
15%
15.4%
3.9%
6.3%
Mixed ages - Young to Old
45%
46.2%
47.1%
62.5%


















































Average Church Attendance and Income

2005
2006
2007
2008
Average Sunday Attendance
151
155
149.5
155
Average Membership
62
61
67
67
Average No of Pastors
1.6
1.7
1.7
1.8
Average Church Income
 $178,021.00 
 $144,839.11 
$179,554.15
$219,694.00
Maximum Church Income
 $1,300,000.00 
 $550,000.00 
$1,100,000.00
$1,200,000.00
Minimum Church Income
 $90.00 
 $16,000.00 
$500.00
$30,000.00
Median Church Income
 $92,000.00 
 $90,000.00 
$115,000.00
$150,000.00





















































EFCC Survey Data – Pastoral Salaries

The results provided below are summary results.  They are as accurate as the data provided allows.  Thus the more data provided, the more representative an average becomes.  Amounts are only shown where they have statistical significance.  (For instance, if only one reply in a category was received, averaging is a meaningless process as the average will not be representative of a group of churches, but of only the one responding church.  The result would not be statistically significant, and no amount will be shown.)

Church Size and Salary

Average Attendance
Senior Pastor

2005
2006
2007
2008
Under 100
$32,284.00
$37,013.00
$37,982.42
$31,999.00
100 to 200
$48,091.00
$45,000.00
$45,262.68
$48,543.00
200 to 300
$56,880.00
$55,920.00
Not Significant
$62,849.00
Over 300
$59,232.00
$57,411.00
$60,162.67
$60,771.00
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Church Income and Salary
Salary by Church Income

Senior Pastor
Church Income
2005
2006
2007
2008
Under 25000
 $22,719.00 
Not significant
 n/s 
n/s
25000 to 50000
 $23,670.00 
Not significant
 $32,910.80 
 $14,000.00 
50000 to 75000
 $33,908.00 
$33,770.00
 $33,378.83 
 $28,784.00 
75000 to 100000
 $41,000.00 
$45,338.00
 $44,021.78 
 $38,333.33 
100000 to 200000
 $46,858.00 
$45,769.00
 $42,443.80 
 $39,863.00 
200000 to 300000
 $53,215.00 
$47,532.00
 $50,740.56 
 $49,853.00 
300000 to 400000
-
-
 $55,000.00 
 $56,523.00 
larger than 400000
 $60,193.00 
$54,867.00
 $60,994.00 
 $64,848.00 
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Urban/Rural Character and Salary
Urban/Rural Character and Salary
City Size
2005
2006
2007
2008
Rural/Town
$36,710.00
$39,902.00
 $38,871.50 
$37,466.11
City < 100000
$45,584.00
$52,815.00
 $52,870.52 
$55,691.00
City 100000 to 200000
$45,000.00
$46,500.00
 n/s 
n/s
City > 200000
$44,864.00
$51,175.00
 $45,132.43 
$44,444.44
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District and Salary
Region vs Pastoral Salary

Senior Pastor
Region
2005
2006
2007
2008
LPD
$49,723.00 
$44,885.00 
$48,715.20 
 $52,160.00 
CPD
$40,954.00 
$38,141.00 
$41,294.02 
 $41,323.00 
APD
$39,656.00 
$45,046.00 
$42,131.86 
 $40,152.00 
PD
$39,878.00 
$48,941.00 
$38,884.95 
 $38,480.00 
CD
$46,229.00 
$30,430.00 
$44,906.65 
n/s
QD
Not significant
Not significant
$39,000.00 
n/a
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Overall Salary Data – Senior Pastor
Senior Pastor Salary

2005
2006
2007
2008
Average
$40,807.00
$41,320.00
$42,595.63 
$41,544.00
Maximum
$70,000.00
$67,633.00
$70,000.00
$70,697.00
Minimum
$0.00
$0.00
$15,000.00
$0.00
Median
$41,850.00
$42,750.00
$44,200.00
$43,302.00




































Other Remuneration Data (Senior Pastors)

2005
2006
2007
2008
RRSP Contributions Made
45%
36%
37%
38%
EFCC Group Insurance Provided
65%
64%
88%
81%
Provincial Medical Coverage Provided
21%
Not significant
n/s
n/a
Book Allowance Provided
54%/$422.00 avg
54%/$407.00 avg.
51%/$815.00 avg
50%/$446.00 avg.
Pastoral Growth Funding
63%/3% of salary
68%/3% of salary
78%/3% of salary
66%/2.1% of salary
Mileage Rates
0.30 to 0.42/km 
0.40/km avg
0.42/km avg
0.42/km avg
Holiday Period
3 -4 wks avg.
3-4 wks avg.
Approx 4 wks avg
Approx. 4 wks avg

























































Other types of remuneration provided include sabbatical or study leaves (typically short-term, and possibly connected to tenure as pastor), interest free mortgage loans, pastoral housing, cell phone provision, hospitality allowances, and the provision of “free” Sundays or weekends apart from holiday time.  Relatively few churches provide these so that the data is not significant, and generalizations cannot be made.


Other Pastoral Staff

Other pastoral staff includes associate and assistant pastors, youth pastors, music/worship pastors, women’s ministries, family ministries and children’s ministries.  Altogether there were 16 responses.  50% of churches responding indicated that they have 2 or more staff members.  In some cases, those staff were half or part-time.  Because of the variety of positions and the low number of responses involved the data cannot be considered statistically significant.  Churches using the data below are then urged to use it cautiously, recognizing that the data may not be representative.  Quite obvious discrepancies between the 2007 and 2007 data illustrate this clearly.





2006
2007
2008
Average Salary
$41,962.00
$42,732.00
$37,873.00
RRSP Contributions made

64%
19%
EFCC Group Insurance Provided

86%
56%
	- 100% Group Insurance Coverage

61% 
44%
Book Allowance Provision

54%
50%
	- Average Provision

$500.00
$456.00
Pastoral Development Funding

89%
62.5%
	- Average Provision

$952.00
$1840.00
Mileage Provision

86%
75%
	- Average Mileage Rate

$0.44/km
$0.44/km
Vacation Time provided – average

3 wks, increasing with yrs of service
3.75 wks – increasing with yrs of service
Average years in service at church

5.9
3.1
Average years in ministry

9.6
4.9


Honorarium

A request was made that this year’s survey seeks information about the honorarium provided for a Sunday morning’s pulpit supply.  These ranged in value from a minimum of $100.00 to a maximum of $250.00.  The average paid was $147.80.  Several churches responding also provided mileage in addition to the honorarium paid.
  


Notes:

Caution should be used in making comparisons between years.  The data sets were significantly different.  The 2006 and 2008 data had a preponderance of small and rural churches.  The 2005 data had significantly more representation from our larger and urban churches.

Note also, that on any of the data, the set sampled (for instance, 32 churches this year) is small enough that averages may be skewed noticeably from year to year simply because one or two churches that responded previously do not respond in the current survey, or vice versa.  Examination of the data will show examples of this type of interaction repeatedly.


SENIOR PASTORAL COMPENSATION CONTRACT

Name of Pastor 					Phone 			Fax 			

Name of Church 					Phone 			Fax 			

Name of Treasurer 					Phone 			Fax 			

							With Parsonage	Without Parsonage

	1.  Base Salary					$				$
2.	Experience Increment									
3.	Seminary Degree										
4.	Administrative Allowance								
5.	Housing					  n/a*						

Full-time salary TOTAL:									
Part-time Salary TOTAL:						A			

6.	Provincial Health Plan									
7.	Group Insurance (amount payable by church only)						
8.	Pension Plan (see note on min/max)								
9.	Canada Pension Plan (see T4 worksheet for calculation)						
10.	Employment Insurance (see T4 worksheet for calculation)					

TOTAL:					B			

	EXPENSE ACCOUNTS
11.	Travel Reimbursement									

12.	Professional Development								
13.	Other services related expenses								

TOTAL:					C			

TOTAL Budgeted Expenditures (A+B+C)								

* Fair rental value of parsonage $			. Total “value” of compensation to a pastor with a parsonage includes amount A above plus fair rental value of parsonage.

Approved and agreed to this 			 day of 				, 20		

SIGNATURES REQUIRED
						 Pastor

						 Church Board Secretary (on behalf of congregation)


 PASTORAL SABBATICAL

The Need for Sabbaticals in Ministry

RENEWAL
A sabbatical is first of all pro-active in that it is a preventative measure that in some form is to be a part of ongoing renewal and health for people in ministry. It appears the church and ministry today is very much involved in crisis management and one of the goals of leadership is to prevent these life crisis experiences that often result n personal and professional destruction. A sabbatical is viewed as a nourishing pilgrimage and provides an opportunity for sharpening of focus before a crisis situation develops. It does not guarantee that personal or ministry crisis will not happen, but that when it does, there is a strength and health that will help the pastor deal with these issues more clearly and wisely.

RESTORATION
There can be no denying the fact that one of the most pressing issues among pastors is that of “burn-out.” While there is a great deal of misconception, generalization and abuse of this term, the fact remains that it is a real issue to be dealt with. Pastoral burnout is an area that cannot be ignored. The pressures and expectations of pastoral ministry are intense and often destructive.  The church at large is facing conflict, both in terms of personal conflict with pastors and congregations and in issues of theology that are intensified by the cultural pressures in Canada.

There can be no denying the fact that excessive prolonged stress can reduce alertness, create errors in judgment, distort one’s ability and capacity to cope with the complexity of ministry and interpersonal relationships. Often pastors are left to struggle through with little or no help. This further creates anger, resentment, and guilt.

A sabbatical will not be the “cure all” to this issue; however it can be seen as a major step in the healing of burnout. 

LONGEVITY
The issue of longevity applies to two areas. First there are increasing social and economic factors that are encouraging pastors to look at longer ministry commitments to a church. While these must not replace a theological foundation for pastoring, they cannot be ignored. There are always going to be situations where a relatively short pastoral stay in a church may be necessary and right, but there is a growing trend towards long term pastoral situations. While the intent of the pastor is not to discuss the pros and cons to such a trend, it is felt that sabbaticals can help to facilitate the possibility for long-term ministry.

Martin Saarinen points out that congregational life must be understood in some way within the context of a cycle. This cycle is not so much tied to chronology, but is factored by relationship and balance within congregational life. One of the keys to longevity in pastoral ministry is the recognition of this cycle by leadership and being able to appreciate and respond appropriately to this fact. Sabbaticals offer an opportunity in the cycle of congregational life for congregational renewal and conflict resolution that left unattended will result in a major crisis.

They also provide for longevity in pastoral calling. The lack of opportunity for personal renewal and stress relief has led many pastors to “leave the ministry” to take up work in other job markets.  While this may be factored by many issues, the provision of a sabbatical may provide the means for pastors to spend the necessary time to renew their calling and to allow them to continue in pastoral ministry.

THE SABBATICAL PRINCIPLE: BIBLICALLY BASED
Acknowledged is the fact that no ministerial sabbatical is commanded in the Bible. Scripture, nonetheless, upholds the sabbatical principle for renewal. Richard Bullock makes the observation that “over and over the stories of scripture point to the renewing power of ‘Sabbath time’. The Sabbath is more than an afterthought of God’s action in creation. It’s a gift of rest from God, of renewal and hope.”

(Following is a short biblical survey of the Sabbath principle.)

SABBATH REST
Remember the Sabbath to keep it holy. (Exodus 20:8-11)

The Hebrew word “Sabbath” means to “cease or rest.” Its biblical context is the Genesis account of creation. The Sabbath is the seventh day in which “He (God) rested (or ceased) from all the work of creating that he had done” (Gen. 2:3 NIV). From the beginning God gave the command to rest.

David wrote “He leads me beside quiet waters. He restores my soul” (Ps. 23:2-3 NAS). A literal translation of “quiet water” is “waters of rest.”

After a prolonged period of ministry Jesus called his disciples to “come apart and rest.” Robert Randall commenting on this verse says: “Come apart and rest or simply come apart.” Jesus proclaimed “the Sabbath was made for man” (Mk 2:27-28).

The Old Testament records Sabbath rest as a normal pattern in Israel’s history even before the ten commandments were given (Ex. 16:22, 29-30). The observance of the Sabbath:
·	demonstrated Israel’s faith in God. The Israelites trusted God not only to provide food miraculously but to also provide enough to eat on the Sabbath.
·	Became a reminder of how God delivered them out of captivity in Egypt (Duet. 5:12-15).
·	Became a uniquely Jewish memorial distinguishing them from other nations. It became a sign of their covenant with God (Ex. 31:16-17).

God established not only a day of rest but a sabbatical year as well every seventh year (Ex. 23:10-12, Lev. 25:1-7)…. “the land would rest” (Lev. 25:2 LSG). After seven observances of the sabbatical year came the Year of Jubilee (Lev. 24:8-25).

As a nation Israel was directed by Sabbath guidelines. Their disobedience led to captivity which allowed the land to rest (II Chron. 36:20-21, Jer. 17:27).

SABBATH REST AND RENEWAL
Just as the sabbatical year was a biblically based provision to restore a farmer’s depleted field after every six years of planting and harvesting, a sabbatical period for those in the ministry provides time for rest and renewal.

The created world affords an example of the renewing process in the seasons of the year. Before new life can begin the cycle of rest needs to be observed.

The pace of modern society and pressures of contemporary ministry can blind us to the need for this rhythm of rest and renewal. Eugene Peterson explores this sense of rhythm in life:
“As we re-enter that sequence of days when God spoke energy and matter into existence, we repeatedly come upon the refrain ‘and there was evening and there was morning, one day…and there was evening and there was morning’ on and on six times. This is the Hebrew way of understanding day and not ours; evening and morning, one day. More than idiomatic speech is involved here. There is a sense of rhythm. Day is the basic unit of God’s creative work; evening is the beginning of that day. The Hebrew evening-morning sequence conditions us to the rhythms of grace. We go to sleep, and God begins his work. We wake and are called out to participate in God’s creative action. Evening: God begins without our help, His creative day. Morning: God calls us to enjoy and share and develop the works He initiated.”

A PRINCIPLE OBSERVED
As a principle, a year of rest is allowed for the deacons on church boards after having served two  three-year terms. This principle of sabbatical leave is also followed in many Christian organizations and secular institutions.

In keeping with the biblical principle of Sabbath rest and renewal, opportunity for pastoral sabbatical should be thoughtfully considered.

OBSTACLES TO A SABBATICAL LEAVE
Even though the need and its biblical basis may be established, there are obvious obstacles to a sabbatical leave that need to be considered and addressed. An essential consideration would be ample advanced planning:
·	The financial considerations need to be taken into account many years ahead.
·	The plan (retreat, study, travel, etc.) should be planned one year in advance.
·	Family, church members and board need time to enter into the spirit of the sabbatical rest.
·	Denominational leaders need to be consulted and advised for counsel and practical concerns of the local church.
Generally, it is felt that there are two main obstacles in establishing sabbatical leaves: finances and security. These two obstacles apply both to the sabbatical applicant and the local church.  

FINANCES
Questions arise, such as:
·	How will a minister receive a salary during his time off?
·	How can a church fund an extended leave?
·	How, with an already tight budget, could the church afford an interim pastor?
The following section, “Determining a Sabbatical Program,” will suggest solutions for these concerns with various funding options. Generally speaking, three months of sabbatical leave will require an accruing of money over a period of years to prepare for the leave.

SECURITY
Questions arise, such as:
·	Who will take care of the church while the pastor is gone?
·	Will the pastor still have a position upon his return?
Guidelines would need to be established:
·	The selection of the interim pastor should be a mutual agreement between the senior pastor, the board and the district superintendent.
·	In the case of support staff (associate, assistant, youth, music, etc.) the board and the senior pastor should secure the interim pastor in consultation with the member taking leave.
·	The duration of the interim appointment should correspond to the leave of the member.
·	An availability list of credentialed pastors for interim positions would have to be consulted; candidates could be Bible College faculty (summer months), retired pastors, retired district superintendents, missionaries,… a compiled list could be accessed through the district superintendent.
There should be a stress on the importance of communication and understanding for all sabbatical preparations in order that both the pastor and the congregation benefit from, and not bemoan, the sabbatical leave.

Determining A Sabbatical Program
ISSUES TO BE ADDRESSED
Remember that developing a sabbatical program will vary from situation to situation. The following is intended to prompt the designers of the local sabbatical program through a series of statements and questions in reference to key issues that should be detailed in a sabbatical program.

PURPOSE AND PARAMETERS
The policy needs to detail the specific purpose of the program. The sabbatical is intended to allow the individual to pursue a plan of personal renewal and growth that may combine study, travel, relaxation, education and research. It is a time to refill their own life and calling after having given of themselves consistently so they might continue to be effective in service to the Lord and their constituents. It is not to be used to extend a vacation. It is not an opportunity to work another job during sabbatical to supplement personal income. Personal renewal, refilling inner resources is the focus.

ELIGIBILITY
Who in the organization will the sabbatical program be made available to? What time frames are involved before eligibility for sabbatical? Will there be time of service commitments required after sabbatical? If the staff member leaves before taking sabbatical, will there be any compensation or portability (will vary according to funding plan)? If the staff member leaves the organization after the sabbatical, but before the required time commitment is completed, what obligations will the individual have to the institution?

LENGTH OF SABBATICAL
What is the maximum length of sabbatical offered by the institution? How will the time off for sabbatical be accrued? How will vacation time be scheduled in relationship to sabbatical time?  Who will be responsible to make that determination? After taking a sabbatical when will the staff member become eligible again?

SCHEDULING AND PRIORITY
If there are multiple individuals eligible for sabbatical, who will be scheduled first? Those with the longest tenure would most logically be eligible first. How many sabbaticals will be allowed per year in a multiple staff situation? What congregational impacts must be considered? Only one staff member at a time being absent would be a reasonable expectation.

ACCOUNTABILITIES
How will the individual and the decision makers assure themselves that the sabbatical reflects the stated purposes? Who must approve the application? What are the time frames for submission of application and approval and start time of sabbatical?

Financial Issues
FUNDING OPTIONS
There are several ways that may be considered. The options range from self-funding by the individual to a sabbatical that is fully funded by the institution. We are not recommending one option over another. Determination must be made in each local setting which option will work best.

SELF FUNDED PLAN
An individual may choose to set aside a registered fund to provide for a Self Funded Leave of Absence (SFLOA). Revenue Canada recognizes such a fund. Some guidelines include the following:
·	You must enter into a written arrangement with your employer for a leave of absence of at least six months.
·	You must finance your leave by savings up to one-third of your salary.
·	You must return to your job for at least the same period of time you were away on leave.
·	Tax on money you contribute to a SFLOA is deferred for up to seven years.  
·	Interest on your contributions is taxed as it’s earned.
The following issues should be detailed in the sabbatical policy and contract:
·	Where will the funds be deposited?
·	When will they be deposited?
·	Who assumes responsibility for the funds?
·	Who arranges method of payment during the sabbatical?
·	Will benefits be retained during sabbatical?
·	How will individual’s share of benefit costs be paid to the institution?

Consultation with a tax accountant should be considered a must in developing the sabbatical policy.

DEFERRED SALARY PLAN
This is similar to the Self-funded leave of absence. The difference is this: the employer administers the deferred salary. Where the money is deposited, how the interest is administered and tax considerations may differ.

The purpose of the deferred payment plan is to allow the employee to see their salary spread out over a specific period, in order to benefit from a leave.

JOINT FUNDED PLAN
This option would be funded in a similar fashion as the Pension Fund. The institution/church would need to determine the upper limit of its willingness to match the funds contributed by the individual. The fund would be administered by the employer and agreements would need to be reached as to the disbursement of the accumulated funds should be the individual leave the employ of the institution/church prior to a sabbatical being taken. 

INSTITUTION OR CHURCH FUNDED PLAN
This option is very similar to the Self-funded plan. The major differences are that the institution/church funds the sabbatical and administers all funds. The institution/church may opt to set aside funds in a Sabbatical Reserve fund leading up to future sabbaticals. It may choose to include a line item during the fiscal year/s that the sabbatical/s are implemented. The manner in which the sabbatical is funded will of course be determined by the institution/church at its sole discretion. This option creates a natural incentive favouring the institution for the individual to remain in service after the sabbatical. Should the individual not remain for the required time and the individual is solely responsible for their leaving, the institution/church could include in its policy a requirement to be reimbursed on some pro-rata basis.

EVALUATIONS

A REVIEW OF THE PASTOR BY THE PASTOR

1.	Personal – Spiritual Worship and Dependence
·	Do I worship individually at least five time a week?
·	Am I getting anything out of that?
·	Do my personality and graces show I’ve been with Christ?
·	Do I smile with a clean spirit?

2.	Family – Love and Unity of Purpose
·	Is my wife happy?
·	Are our children glad they live with us? Are they having fun?  
·	Do people bring me questions about marriage and love?
·	Does a normal work week include one-to-one time with family members and also group fun?

3.	Pulpit – Clear and Strong Proclamation
·	Do people come, and pay attention?
·	Am I getting better at it?
·	Do people state specific ways their lives have been helped by the messages?

4.	Leadership – 
·	Do I get people involved, with a lay co-ordinator for each project?
·	Do people ask me vision/direction questions or detail questions they should handle?
·	Am I praising and thanking other workers daily?

5.	Pastoral – Knowledgeable and Loving Shepherding
·	Do people tell me about needs, showing they want my help?
·	Do they refer their friends to me?
·	Do I give hope when I visit or counsel someone?
·	Is there measurable change?

6.	Evangelism – Reaching Out and Contacting
·	Do I have a goal for sharing my faith?
·	Have I helped anyone to salvation this year?
·	What happens to a person who receives Christ – what follow-up?

7.	Physical – Caring and Disciplined Lifestyle
·	Do I weigh within five pounds of the West Point chart figure for my height?
·	Do I get enough sleep?
·	Would a doctor rate my cardiovascular system as healthy?


8.	Self Image – Security and Objective Analysis
·	Do I rejoice when others rejoice and cry when they cry?
·	Do I set goals and direction, and stay on course – or just float?
·	Is there at least one fun thing I’m pretty good at?

All these questions can be answered objectively. They are not deep or philosophical. They deal with effects. A caution: sometimes we’re too hard on ourselves. Everyone carries a bit of paranoia. That’s another reason to get outside ratings in addition to a checklist such as this.

Creating Successful Performance Reviews

A pastoral review is risky. Expecting the precise scalpel of correction, the blunt act of criticism can come. There is no question: a performance review can be one of the most delicate and risky parts of the pastor-board relationship. Despite the potential dangers, the hazards of avoiding a careful review are even greater. Following are some suggested guidelines for pastoral reviews. It is always best to do all reviews in the context of a review of the entire ministry of the church, its effectiveness, board activity, etc.

INITIATE THE PROCESS
Perhaps the most effective way to eliminate potential problems is to make sure the pastor initiates the process. This offers several benefits.
1.	A self-initiated review disarms most potential enemies. Critics often become friends when they perceive themselves as advisors. No longer do they feel the need to overstate every concern in order to be heard. They relax when they realize that you actually want to hear what they have to say.
2.	A self-initiated review allows a measure of control over the participants. The fact is, many reviews go awry because the wrong people do the evaluating. Obviously, there is great potential for abuse here. Like Rehoboam, I can surround myself with yes men rather than wise counsellors. To avoid this, make a commitment never to change advisors because of what they say or think, but only when their spiritual or moral failure has rendered their insight suspect.
3.	A self-initiated review allows me a measure of control over the process. When a pastoral evaluation is controlled by the board or becomes institutionalized, the pastor is left with little say about the process. Since most lay leaders live in the business world, they tend to base pastoral reviews on the models used there. Don’t limit your review to the things covered by the typical employee review – how well the pastor is doing his job and fitting into the organization’s culture. The pastor also needs to know where to grow as a leader, father, husband, and spiritual example.
4.	A self-initiated review helps me overcome the biggest obstacle to personal growth: defensiveness. A critique helps the pastor to feel assisted rather than attacked. Instead of being cast in the role of an employee wondering if the bosses are happy, the pastor is put in the position of a leader soliciting candid advice. The difference is significant.  

CHOOSE THE TIME CAREFULLY
It is important to avoid reviewing during times of great personal failure or stress for the pastor.  At times like these, asking the board to put the pastor’s ministry and life under a microscope can be counterproductive.  

AVOID ANONYMOUS RESPONSES
Many people assume that anonymity increases candor, but in a pastoral review anonymous responses will undermine the review. Anonymous responses ignore a basic principle of evaluation: criticisms and compliments should be weighed, not counted. The second problem with anonymity is that it often fosters misunderstanding. By its nature, an anonymous response makes clarification and explanation impossible.

Perhaps the most common and dangerous form of anonymous review is the one carried out in the pastor’s absence. According to the typical scenario, a group evaluates the pastor’s life or ministry and then sends one member to communicate the results. This makes clarification nearly impossible. It forces the pastor to rely on one person’s interpretation of what was said, meant, and felt by the others. Even worse, it gives an antagonist an opportunity to make unchallenged accusations. Usually, by the time these are cleared up, damage has already been done.

GET IT IN WRITING
Another pitfall to avoid is the verbal review in which people offer appraisals without first having written them. Getting these observations in writing is important because, firstly, many people have a hard time expressing negative or critical opinions face to face. To ask for a candid verbal review is unfair to them; they simply can’t give one. Yet many of these same people have no problem when asked to put their thoughts down on paper. Their answers become more detailed and straightforward. At the same time, asking for written responses has never inhibited more verbal members, as they simply jot down a brief answer and then expand on it when their time to speak comes. Secondly, written responses cannot be swayed by the remarks of those who speak first.  Verbal responses are easily swayed by the remarks of those who speak first.

During the annual review, ask each participant to write his observations (sometimes ahead of time). Either collect them or go around the room and have people read them. After all comments are on the table, discuss them. This way, you are exposed to people’s original thoughts and feelings, and the more articulate and verbal members have a harder time dominating the group.

CHANGE EVALUATION TOOLS OFTEN
Another way to maximize the benefit of a pastoral review is to change evaluation tools frequently.  Questions, no matter how good or insightful, soon become routine. Using the same evaluation tool a second time does have one advantage. It allows you to measure growth from one year to the next. Usually, there is enough overlap among tools to still give a good idea of progress. For example, a review one year could focus on the pastor’s life in general, while another year the focus could be on ministry skills. Other focus areas could include the pastor’s preaching, leadership style, or spiritual walk. Evaluation tools can be found in a variety of places, such as books or professional and devotional magazines. Others can come from friends in other denominational settings. You can also try the “Tests and Measurements” section of a local library.

AVOID COMBINING PERFORMANCE AND SALARY REVIEWS
It is important to keep a pastoral review separate from salary reviews. Not that a salary shouldn’t be tied to performance (Scriptures like 1 Timothy 5:17-18 suggest that they’re related), but the pastor may not be as open to personal growth during a review tied to salary considerations as one that is entirely separate.

Sample Appraisal Questionnaire
This form is condensed from the one in use at (insert church here). The full form as used by the church is spread over several pages in order to provide space for written comments in addition to the numerical ratings.

Person completing form:
___ Governing Board	       ___ Pastoral Staff		___ Support Staff		___ Other

ANNUAL PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL FOR ______________________________________

The following questions identify some of the numerous factors that make for an effective pastoral staff member. The person being evaluated is interested in improving ministry and service to people.
This form is being completed by several persons. Your ratings will be grouped with others, and the person being evaluated will see only composite results. The composite will also be reviewed by the Personnel Committee of the Elder Board, with results reported to the full Board.  
Please do not sign this form. You may return it in the envelope provided. If it is not returned within two weeks, it will be assumed you do not wish to participate.

Date completed: _________________________________

I know this person very little _________ (In that case, please return total questionnaire unanswered)
		      somewhat _________
		               well _________
		        very well _________

Public impression:  (Circle any applicable description and comment if you wish.)
GENERAL IMPRESSION	VOICE		POSTURE	FACIAL EXPRESSION
Neat				Too Fast		Stiff			Accepting
Sloppy				Too slow		Athletic		Severe
Good Taste			Good Variety		Slumped		Dignified
Poor Taste			     (pacing)		Loose-limbed		Serious	
Striking			Good diction		Controlled		Happy	
Average			Poor diction		Erect			Unhappy
				Monotonous

Please rate as many as possible of the following items, using this scale:
1.	Superior, outstanding
2.	Good, above average
3.	Average, adequate, could be strengthened
4.	Poor, inadequate, needs much strengthening
5.	N/A Not applicable or insufficient knowledge for rating

1.	Provides spiritual leadership for those who look to him/her.
1
2
3
4
N/A
2.	Has rapport with those with whom he/she works.





3.	Is positive and equitable in relationships with other staff members.





4.	Is sensitive to the varied needs of people at all levels of  experience and background.





5.	Is open to input from others in recommending and maintaining reasonable standards.





6.	Is fair in dealing with people in conflict situations.





7.	Avoids exchange of derogatory remarks with others.





8.	Helps people set and achieve meaningful goals.





9.	Lets me know when I do a good job.





10.	Encourages me to try new methods and approaches in my work for Christ.





11.	Appears to keep a proper balance between his/her church work and family time.





12.	Provides clear and consistent directions.





13.	Does not make unreasonable demands on my time.





14.	Respects and seeks to know my individual characteristics, talents, and potentials.





15.	Treats me as a responsible person.





16.	Gives people freedom within their proper sphere to do God’s work in their own style.





17.	Evaluates me fairly, both formally and informally.





18.	Has the ability and courage to give constructive criticism in a friendly, firm, and positive manner.





19.	Is hospitable to my opinions, whether solicited or volunteered, and considers them fairly and without prejudices.





20.	Openly accepts suggestions, and implements them where workable.





21.	Anticipates problems.





22.	Is accessible when needed.





23.	Is a “team player,” not a “lone ranger.”





24.	Appears to work by established priorities.





25.	Appears not to be overwhelmed by a volume of lesser tasks.





26.	Is perceived to be fully committed to (insert church here), its people, and purposes.





27.	Is approachable; I would gladly seek his/her help in solving a personal problem.





28.	Appears knowledgeable and competent in his/her area of ministry.





29.	Does not display impatience/irritation with people and programs that may be delaying progress.





30.	Keeps his/her word on commitments; is faithful.





Please complete if you have had adequate opportunity to observe the individual’s preaching ministry.

31.	Presents ideas clearly and understandably.
1
2
3
4
N/A
32.	Makes Scripture applicable to my life.





33.	Seems to enjoy preaching.







Please complete if you have had adequate opportunity to observe the individual’s teaching ministry (prayer meetings, small-group Bible study, etc.)

34.	Presents ideas clearly.
1
2
3
4
N/A
35.	Encourages discussion.





36.	Keeps things on track without being rigid or inflexible.





37.	Handles distractions and/or discipline.





38.	Makes material applicable to my life.





39.	Seems to enjoy teaching.





40.	Demonstrates overall competence and organization.





41.	I have confidence in him/her.





42.	I have respect for and confidence in his/her judgement.






Thank you for your investment of time and interest in this individual’s ministry!
	
SUPPORT STAFF/PERSONNEL


SAMPLE APPLICATION FORM

______________________________________  Church

Date ___________________ Position you are applying for______________________________
Are you available for
	Full-time__________
	Part-time__________
	Temporary work________
Were you referred by a current or former employee?  Yes ___  No ____
If so, who? ________________________________

I.	PERSONAL DATA
Name (last)_______________________ (first)_____________________ (middle)____________
Address__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
How long at this address?_________________________________________________________
Phone Number _________________________  Social Insurance Number __________________
Prior Address__________________________________________________________________
How long? _____________________

II.	EDUCATION
High school diploma	Yes_____    No _______; if yes, when?____________________________
Business college	Yes ______     No ________; where located?_______________________
University or College	Yes ______    No _______; if yes, did you graduate?_________________
What was your major?  Minor? ____________________________________________________
Name and location of college______________________________________________________
School or college activities in which you engaged?_____________________________________

III.	EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
(Start with most recent job)
Are you presently employed?  Yes_____  No______
May we contact your employer? _____now  _________later   ________no
1. Name of employer____________________________________________________________
    Address___________________________________ Worked from _________to__________
    Supervisor _____________________ Monthly salary or hourly rate: start______end________
    Type of work performed_______________________________________________________
    Reason for leaving____________________________________________________________
2. Name of employer____________________________________________________________
    Address___________________________________ Worked from _________to__________
    Supervisor _____________________ Monthly salary or hourly rate: start_____ end________
    Type of work performed_______________________________________________________
    Reason for leaving____________________________________________________________

3. Name of employer____________________________________________________________
    Address___________________________________ Worked from _________to__________
    Supervisor _____________________ Monthly salary or hourly rate: start_____ end________
    Type of work performed_______________________________________________________
    Reason for leaving____________________________________________________________

IV.	JOB DATA
Name of Employer ________________________  Address______________________________

Check areas in which you have had experience:
___ Typing (Speed ___wpm)			___ Receptionist
___ Word Processor				___ Writing and Editing
___ Transcribing Machine			___ Supervisor
___ Bookkeeping				___ Custodian
___ Duplicating Machine			___ Other: __________________

V.	CHURCH LIFE
Denomination_________________________________________________________________
Name of Church (where you hold membership)_______________________________________
What church activities did (do) you participate in? _____________________________________
What positions in a church have you volunteered for or been employed for?_________________
____________________________________________________________________________

VI.	WORK HISTORY
Have you ever had a license suspended or revoked by a professional body or state agency?  ____yes ____no;  If so, explain circumstances ________________________________________
How many days did you work last year? __________
How many days were you absent from work last year? __________

VII.	CRIMINAL RECORD
Other than a minor traffic offence, have you ever been convicted of a crime?  ____yes  ____no
If so, please explain_____________________________________________________________
Are you currently involved in any legal proceedings?  ____yes  ____no
If so, please explain_____________________________________________________________
(please see next section for sample consent for criminal record search form)

VIII.	REFERENCES
(Do not list relative or former employers)
1. Name ____________________________ Address___________________________________
Occupation __________________________ Years Known ____________________________
2. Name ____________________________ Address___________________________________
Occupation __________________________ Years Known ____________________________
3. Name ____________________________ Address___________________________________
Occupation __________________________ Years Known ____________________________

IX.	
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Please give us any additional information you desire about your education and experience (include any special talents). Please list any personal characteristics that you feel would prepare you for this position.

Employment terms: I understand that this church is an “at will” employer and that employment may be terminated at any time with or without cause. This status is not to be altered unless we enter a contract that specifically replaces the “at will” employment status.

Applicant’s Signature _________________________________________
Date _______________


X.	REFERENCE RELEASE
The information I have provided is accurate and true and I understand that any false information is grounds for termination. I authorize the verification of this information with all former employers, references, and other appropriate persons. I will not take action against anyone releasing the requested information.

Applicant’s Signature _______________________________
Date _______________

Sample Consent for Criminal Record Search Form

POLICE AGENCY______________________________________ File No.  _____/__________
										     YY
Full Name of Applicant__________________________________________________________
			   	Surname		Birth Surname		Given Names

Birthdate _____/_____/_____  Birthplace __________________ Telephone ______________
	       YY     MM    DD
Address _______________________________________________ Postal Code ____________

WHEREAS I have applied for _____________________, I am not required by (insert church here) to disclose whether or not I have any convictions or have been charged under any Federal enactment;

AND WHEREAS I understand that disclosure of a criminal record may not necessarily preclude me from the function I have applied for;

AND WHEREAS I understand that, if (insert church here) should decide any conviction or charge disclosed might preclude me from the function I have applied for, I will be given  an opportunity to see and discuss that criminal record;

I, therefore, authorize the _____________________________ (Police Agency) on my behalf to inquire into and determine whether or not I have a criminal record, and also make to the (insert church here) a full and complete disclosure of any criminal record they may find. To this end I herewith affix my signature.

Date: ____/____/____     		________________________________________________
           YY  MM   DD						Signature

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AUTHORIZATION FOR FINGERPRINTING

 If there is a requirement to verify that I do or do not have a criminal record, the police will require my fingerprints.

Should they be required, I, therefore, agree to voluntarily submit my fingerprints. I understand that my fingerprints will be returned to me after this check has been completed.

Date: ___/____/____		________________________________________________
          YY MM   DD				      Signature

NOTE TO POLICE

The above named applicant has consented to release information to the identified organization.  Please check the applicant’s record and indicate the results on this form.

Please forward the completed form and fingerprints to:

	Attention: _______________________________________________________________

		     _______________________________________________________________


________________________________________		______________________________
		Signature							Title

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

POLICE USE ONLY
RESULT OF RECORDS SEARCH IS MERELY A RECORD, OR LACK, OR OFFICIAL CONTACT WITH POLICE AGENCIES, NOT AN AFFIRMATION OF GOOD CHARACTER.

A Search of (check applicable category)   		___1. The Central Repository for Criminal      
          Records for Canada;
___2.  Index of _______________________
		   (Police Agency conducting search)


In the above name and birthdate shows		____No record
(check applicable results)				____A record that exists on local index, 
         certified by the applicant, is attached.
____A Central Repository Record may exist, but cannot be disclosed unless verified by fingerprint comparison.


__________________________________	_______________________	Date ___/____/____
		Signature				Badge Number	        YY  MM   DD

Employment Record Search

Name of Applicant ______________________________________________________________
Position under consideration ______________________________________________________
Person contacted for reference _____________________________________________________
Firm/Church ___________________________________	Phone ________________________
Employment period covered: From _________to ____________

The above person has given your name as a reference and signed a release giving us permission to contact you. Please complete the confidential questions below and return in the enclosed, postage-paid envelope. Thank you!

Person conducting reference check _____________________________  Church _____________
1. In what capacity did you know the applicant and for how long?  ________________________
    __________________________________________________________________________
    Were you the immediate supervisor? Yes ______ No _______
2.What was the job title? _________________________________________________________
   What specifically was done as a part of the job?______________________________________
3. How would you rate
a)	performance?_________________________________________________________
b)	supervisory abilities? ___________________________________________________
c)	independent work?_____________________________________________________
d)	creativity?___________________________________________________________
4. How did this person get along with others? _________________________________________
5. Any unusual work habits? ______________________________________________________
6.What were the circumstances under which the person left? _____________________________
7.Is this person eligible for rehire? Yes ______ No _______ Why? ________________________
8. Describe the strong points: General _______________________________________________
				Technical_____________________________________________
9. Did this person have the skills required for the job? Yes______ No______. If not, explain ______________________________________________________________________________
10. Are there any negative aspects or weaknesses? _____________________________________
11.	Please list any other names we might contact for a reference.
Name__________________ Address _______________________ Phone __________________ 
Name__________________ Address _______________________ Phone __________________
Name__________________ Address _______________________ Phone __________________

Any additional comments:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________


Signed ______________________________     Title ____________________    Date ________

SAMPLE JOB DESCRIPTIONS

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR

Principle Function
The business director is responsible to the church, supervised by the pastor, for administering the business affairs of the church.

Responsibilities
1.	Establish and operate an efficient plan of financial record keeping and reporting; develop bookkeeping procedures.
2.	Prepare financial information for the Finance and Budget Committees and treasurer of the church.
3.	Serve as resource person regarding legal and business matters of the church; study annually the insurance program and make recommendations, if any.
4.	Serve as church purchasing agent; approving and processing requisitions and purchase orders.
5.	Maintain records on church staff personnel; establish and maintain records of equipment and facilities.
6.	Administer church adopted policies and procedures concerning the use of all church properties and facilities.
7.	Assist Building Committee in its relationships with architect, contractors, and others in building, remodelling, and equipping church buildings.
8.	Work with the Property and Space Committee in preparing an annual budget of maintenance and equipment needs.
9.	Supervise workers in the maintenance and repair of all physical properties; establish and implement cleaning, painting, renovating schedules, operate within approved budget.
10.	Supervise the operation of food services.
11.	Supervise the assigned office personnel.
12.	Perform other duties as assigned by the pastor. Several of the duties are usually included in the minister of education’s position description when the church does not have a business administrator. Many of the jobs indicate supervision by the business administrator. This would change to office manager, minister of education, building superintendent, or other staff person if there is no business administrator.


SECRETARY

Principle Function
Perform general office work, under the supervision of the business administrator, in relieving supervisor of minor executive and clerical duties.

Responsibilities
1.	Take and transcribe dictation; type sermons; use word processing equipment as required.
2.	Perform general office work, maintain supplies and various files, keep records and compile these into periodic or occasional reports.
3.	Review, open and distribute mail; prepare routine answers without direction for approval and signature; answer routine letters in absence of the supervisor.
4.	Act as required during supervisor’s absence in making decisions or taking any necessary action not requiring supervisory approval.
5.	Exercise tact, courtesy, and diplomacy in receiving callers, personal or telephone; keep calendar of appointments.
6.	Notify committee members of meeting dates.
7.	Type copy for reproduction.
8.	Answer the telephone.
9.	Edit and prepare bulletin copy.
10.	Order literature and office supplies.
11.	Assist in training new office workers.
12.	Fill out requisition forms.
13.	Correct mailing lists; prepare mailing labels as needed.
14.	Operate duplicating machine.
15.	Take and transcribe dictation, as assigned.
16.	Perform other duties as assigned by the business administrator.


DIRECTOR OF RECREATION

Principle Function
The director of recreation is responsible to the church, supervised by the minister of education, for leading the church in planning, conducting, and evaluating a program of recreation for church members and other persons in the community.

Responsibilities
1.	Direct the planning, co-ordination, conducting, and evaluation of recreation activities in the church.
2.	Co-ordinate and administer activities in the church’s recreation centre, as assigned by the church.
3.	Work with the church process to recruit and enlist workers for the church’s recreation program.
4.	Plan and co-ordinate training for all volunteer recreation workers.
5.	Co-ordinate the recreation activities with the calendar and emphases of the church.
6.	Serve as recreation resource person and advisor to organizations of the church as requested.
7.	Lead the church to provide equipment and supplies needed in the recreation activities.
8.	Supervise the inventory, care, repair, and storage of recreation equipment and supplies.
9.	Provide representation for the church in planning, conducting, and evaluating recreation activities that involve other churches and groups.
10.	Prepare a proposed recreation budget and administer it after approval.
11.	Perform other duties as assigned by the minister of education.


TREASURER

The treasurer is responsible to ensure that accurate financial statements are prepared on a timely basis. The church board and staff should receive statements monthly and the church membership should receive a statement at least once a year. The treasurer should be able to explain these statements to the recipients so that they understand the financial condition of the church. The explanation should include reasons for departures from budget. It is very useful for comparison purposes if the statements contain budget numbers in a column beside the current actual figures.  If possible, it is also useful to contain another column that shows the church’s financial statements for the previous years as well.

Computerizing the church’s financial records is very useful for recording and preparing financial statements. You should look for a program that allows flexibility in how your statements are presented but is rigid enough to ensure that your trial balance will always balance. While there are many programs available, we have found that AccPac GL Plus from Computer Associates in Vancouver has worked very well.  

All church expenditures should be made by cheque. The petty cash fund should be small and kept on an imprest system. This requires that the person responsible for the petty cash always has cash or receipts equal to the amount of the fund. When the cash is low a voucher is prepared for the receipts and the treasurer reimburses the fund for the amount of the receipts submitted.

Data entry information comes from the cheque stubs and the teller reporting sheets. The treasurer would often do this himself or he could supervise an assistant for this task. If possible someone other than the treasurer should reconcile the bank statement to the church records. This would require the treasurer to prepare a listing of all bank transactions for the month. In a manual system he would give the cash journals to the person reconciling the bank. The person reconciling the bank should then receive the bank statements directly from the bank, prepare the reconciliation and give the treasurer the reconciliation with the necessary corrections to the church books. If it is not possible to have a separate person reconcile the bank it would be wise to have someone above the treasurer scrutinize and initial the reconciliation.


FINANCIAL SECRETARY

Principal Function
Maintain the church financial records and prepare financial reports, under the supervision of the business administrator.

Responsibilities
1.	Receive, count and deposit all church offerings, with appropriate committee help.
2.	Post receipts and disbursements of all accounts according to financial system.
3.	Post offerings weekly to individual accounts; file envelopes.
4.	Prepare bank reconciliation statements monthly.
5.	Prepare monthly and annual financial reports for the Finance Committee and church business meetings.
6.	Prepare quarterly and annual tax reports.
7.	Check and total all invoices when approved; inform responsible persons of their budget expenditures.
8.	Receive and answer queries concerning financial matters; maintain file of invoices, correspondence and reports.
9.	Prepare and issue cheques to staff members, designations and organizations in accordance with church policy.
10.	Mail pledge cards, stewardship letters, and envelopes to new members.
11.	Requisition and prepare all forms and records for the annual stewardship emphasis.
12.	Perform other duties as assigned by the business administrator.

CHURCH HOSTESS

Principle Function
Oversee the operation of the kitchen and dining areas for all food services, under the supervision of the business administrator.

Responsibilities
1.	Plan meals; purchase, prepare and serve food for all scheduled meals and snacks and for social functions as requested.
2.	Supervise assigned personnel; enlist and direct volunteer workers; train workers in proper food preparation and service.
3.	Maintain high standards of sanitation in cleanliness of cooking utensils, dishes, glasses, silverware, and in food handling, preparation, service, storage, and so forth, to assure compliance with local health and sanitation laws; maintain clean work areas, storage bins, and so forth.
4.	Prepare proposed food service budget; administer it when approved, maintaining accurate records in costs and operations.
5.	Maintain up-to-date inventory of food supplies.
6.	Arrange for the servicing, repairing, and replacing of equipment in the kitchen as needed.
7.	Work with the building superintendent on table and room arrangements for all meals and social functions.
8.	Perform other duties as assigned by the business administrator.


ORGANIST AND MUSIC ASSISTANT

Principle Function
The organist and music assistant, supervised by the minister of music, serves as organist of the church and assists in the music ministry.

Responsibilities
1.	Play for all services of the church, both regular and special.
2.	Serve as accompanist for choirs, ensembles, and soloists in regular and special rehearsals and performances, as assigned.
3.	Play for weddings and funerals, as requested, and with the approval of the minister of music.
4.	Assist in planning worship services, choir rehearsals, and special music events.
5.	Plan and give direction to a training program designed for developing organists and pianists in the church.
6.	Maintain a regular schedule of organ practice and study.
7.	Prepare workbooks and study materials for the graded choirs as assigned.
8.	Perform other duties as assigned by the minister of music.

CUSTODIAN

Principle Function
Maintain clean buildings and grounds; make minor repairs, under the supervision of the business administrator.

Responsibilities
1.	Sweep, mop, buff, clean and wax floors according to schedule; dust furniture and equipment; wash walls and windows and vacuum carpets as needed.
2.	Maintain clean restrooms; replenish tissue and towels; empty waste cans.
3.	Request cleaning and maintenance supplies and equipment as needed.
4.	Operate heating and cooling equipment according to schedule and instruction.
5.	Open and close building daily as scheduled.
6.	Mow grass; trim shrubbery; maintain clean church entrance, sidewalk, and parking area.
7.	Check with church office or supervisor daily for special assignments.
8.	Move furniture, set up tables and chairs for suppers, banquets and other similar occasions; set up meeting areas for regular and special activities.
9.	Make minor electrical, plumbing, and equipment repairs as requested.
10.	Paint walls, furniture, and equipment.
11.	Perform messenger service.
12.	Perform other duties as assigned by the business administrator.

Custodial Daily Work Checklist
Name of custodian ______________________________________________
Area/Rooms assigned____________________________________________
Week of __________________________

Duties	(initial tasks when completed)
M
T
W
TH
F
1.	Dust all furniture, equipment, windowsills, etc.





2.	Clean all glass doors





3.	Pick up and empty trash





4.	Vacuum carpets





5.	Clean water fountains





6.	Damp mop tile floors





7.	Clean stairwells





8.	Clean restroom urinals, basins, toilets





9.	Damp mop restroom floors





10.	Fill towel and toilet tissue holders





11.	Special assignments (see below)






Special Assignments ___________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________


WORK PRACTICES

EMPLOYEE RECORDS
A personnel folder containing the employment application, any payroll changes, employee evaluations, correspondence, and an attendance record is to be maintained for each employee. Any change in status is to be reported promptly to the church office, such as change in address, telephone number, withholding exemptions, or marital status.

ABSENCE
When possible, several days advanced notice because of an “expected” absence is appropriate. If, for good cause, one must be absent unexpectedly, a call to the church office or pastoral staff as soon as possible is expected. Excessive absence will jeopardize an employee’s position on the staff.  

TARDINESS
If a situation forces on to be tardy, a call to the church office or pastoral staff is expected.

OFFICE HOURS
Though employee hours may vary, the church office is open from ___ to ___ on weekdays (except on holidays or as otherwise specified). A one-hour lunch break is provided and two fifteen-minute breaks per day at the discretion of the employee.

PERSONAL GROOMING
Cleanliness and good personal grooming is a must. Moderation in hairstyle, makeup and clothing (in keeping with the position held) is expected of every employee so as to be a good testimony and representative of this ministry.

HOUSEKEEPING
Employees are encouraged to share responsibility in keeping the facilities clean and neat at all times. Please report any problems in this regard to the church office or to one of the pastoral staff.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
The staff represents this church to every person with whom they come in contact. Visitors and fellow employees should be treated with courtesy and kindness.

INTEROFFICE COMMUNICATION
Support/office personnel and pastoral staff should strive to keep each other informed as to where they are and how they can be reached during office hours.

GRIEVANCES
If an employee has a grievance, it is important that the issue be resolved as quickly as possible. Many problems can be discussed and resolved in staff meetings. Problems of a more personal nature should be discussed promptly with the immediate supervisor or one of the pastoral staff. If the problem is still unresolved, it should be taken, if necessary, to the Board of Elders.

SECURITY
Effective security measures are a benefit to you as an employee and to the church as a whole. Lost or stolen keys weaken security, so guard carefully all keys in your possession. If you are the last person to leave an area that is normally locked, be sure the door is closed and locked properly.

An alarm system may be installed for the church office, work room, A/V storage room and pastoral office. The last person to leave in the evening would be responsible to set the alarm. Leave personal valuables in a safe place. Be alert for people who should not be in the building or on the grounds. A courteous “May I help you?” is always appropriate.

SAFETY/ACCIDENTS
Each employee is to share in maintaining a safe place for everyone, always being on the alert for any unsafe or hazardous situation and taking corrective action (on the spot if possible). Problems or needs in this area should be brought up as soon as possible at staff meeting. A safety-conscious attitude and approach to all duties will minimize the likelihood of an accident. If an employee is involved in (or is witness to) an accident while on the job, it must be reported to the church office as soon as possible and a “written” report of all the details is an absolute necessity.

CHURCH BUDGET
The church operates on a yearly budget and it is the responsibility of the staff to operate within the guidelines set forth in that budget.

The Board of Elders must authorize permission for expenditures over the allotted budget.

Staff members will not accept designated money from the body for any purpose.

Staff members will not solicit contributions for programs and/or other purposes without prior authorization from the Board of Elders.

If people indicate an interest in raising money for special projects or the needs of a staff member or his program, the staff member shall ask that it not be done until there is official authorization from the Board of Elders.

A staff member shall be careful to never solicit or encourage gifts from the congregation for personal or family needs.

CHURCH SUPPLIES
A variety of supplies are required in this ministry and are to be used only in connection with church programs. Supplies are not to be taken for personal use without the knowledge and approval of the secretary/office manager, and the church shall be reimbursed for supplies used.
The church shall be reimbursed at five (5) cents per copy for the use of the copier for personal copies. If the copier is needed for more than fifty (50) personal copies, approval is needed from the secretary/office manager.

REIMBURSEMENT VOUCHER PASSES
Reimbursement for items such as office supplies and personal gasoline expenses incurred while conducting church business is provided when a voucher is properly completed and submitted to the office and approved by the secretary/office manager or a member of the pastoral staff. Gasoline expense is reimbursable at the rate of ____ cents per km. (It is recognized that many times the distance travelled will be insignificant and the employee will not bother to collect.)

STAFF MEETINGS
Staff meetings are held regularly to review the past month, discuss problems, make plans for upcoming events and provide an opportunity for the staff to pray for the ministry and any special prayer requests from the church body.

Regular attendance at staff meetings is required for all permanent full-time support/office staff. If a staff member is unable to attend, a brief written report on ministry activities and plans is needed.

Minutes of the staff meetings shall be taken and distributed as soon as possible as a reminder of tasks which need to be accomplished by various personnel.


SUGGESTED BENEFITS FOR SUPPORT STAFF/ PERSONNEL

COMPENSATION
Every effort is made to insure that each employee is compensated at a fair rate of pay. As part of a continuing effort to be fair, and as good stewards of God’s provision, a job description and salary range will be maintained for each position.

SALARY AND WAGES
Compensation for permanent full-time support/office staff is based on a monthly salary. Compensation for permanent part-time and temporary help is based on an hourly wage, unless arranged otherwise by the Board of Elders.

PAY PERIOD
Permanent full-time employees are paid semi-monthly on the fifteenth and the last day of the month. If a payday falls on a Saturday or Sunday, checks are distributed on the preceding Friday.  

If a paycheque is lost, it cannot be reissued for at least forty-eight (48) hours.

Permanent part-time employees will be paid once each month on the last work day of the month.

Under certain circumstances, a salary advance will be permitted. After written authorization has been obtained from the pastoral staff and the church treasurer, the employee is responsible to communicate directly with the bookkeeper.

OVERTIME COMPENSATION
The employer is not obligated to compensate for overtime unless more than forty (40) hours are worked in a one-week period. Only “authorized” overtime will be compensated. Overtime (for full-time employees) will be compensated by time only, on an hour-to-hour basis.

Though part-time permanent and temporary employees are not granted paid holidays off, they may arrange to use extra hours worked (within reason) in order to take stated holidays off. Compensatory time must be used within four (4) weeks of the time it is earned and must be scheduled at least two days in advance.

If an employee chooses, he/she may perform duties on a volunteer basis in addition to his/her scheduled compensated hours.

An employee’s hourly wage is calculated by multiplying the hourly rate times the number of hours worked during the pay period. By law, the church is required to make certain deductions (taxes, etc.) from all support/office staff salaries and wages.

SICK LEAVE
All full-time pastors and other permanent employees shall accumulate one paid sick day for each full month of service up to a limit of twelve (12) days. Once twelve days have been accumulated, that potential benefit remains active until used. No paid time off will be granted to part-time employees if such absence is related to sickness and/or accident.

Sick leave may be used for illness, injury, absence due to pregnancy or childbirth, and routine doctor and dental appointments.

Sickness and accident benefits shall not be paid unless the employee’s condition, resulting from a sickness or accident, reasonably precludes the employee from being at work. In questionable cases, the employee may be asked to provide a physician’s statement. 

Payments for sick leave shall include salary and other existing benefits, such as medical insurance, auto allowance, etc. (as applicable).

Due to hardship or other considerations, paid sickness and accident benefits, over and above the designated twelve-day period provided for in this policy statement, shall be referred to the Board of Elders for consideration and alternative action, if any.

Sickness and accident benefits start on the first day of absence because of sickness or accident and are based on the basic rate of pay in effect at the time the absence begins. Any pay increases scheduled to start during a sickness or accident absence period shall be deferred until the employee returns to work.

Compensating time off shall not be granted for official holidays occurring during an absence due to sickness or accident.

An accumulation of sick leave is valuable in case of accident or unexpected long illness and is actually income insurance provided by the church at no cost to you. It is to your advantage to conserve this benefit carefully.

ATTENDANCE RECORDS
>From a legal and practical standpoint, it is important that accurate records of employees’ attendance be maintained. To accomplish this objective, the secretary/office manager shall keep an attendance record for all support staff/office personnel showing days worked, vacation days, absences (excused and unexcused), sick days, jury duty, holidays, etc. The attendance record is to be maintained separately from the payroll record. Excellent attendance is a presumed standard.

Attendance records are maintained to provide a specific record for determining compensatory time, sick days, time off for jury duty, holidays, vacation time accrued, and other benefits due the employee. This provides an official record which can be used for legal purposes and is useful in the event of unemployment compensation, industrial insurance, discrimination or wage and benefit disputes.

Attendance records which show more than five (5) incidences of absence and/or seven (7) days total absence in any one calendar year, shall be reviewed for pattern and cause of such absence.
Where such review discloses the need for corrective action on the part of the employee, appropriate discussions shall be held with the employee regarding the corrective action needed, if any.

The attendance records will be maintained as shown by the secretary/office manager on a calendar-year basis. At the end of the year, the attendance records will be stored in the event they are needed at some future date.

Item
Posting Symbol
Hours worked (other than the pastors)
8 (number of hours)
Absence due to sickness
S
Holiday
H
Vacation
V
Time worked on holidays
8W
Compensating time off
8C
Scheduled day off
O

SALARY INCREASES
Supervisors will review job performance periodically and pay increases will be considered, if warranted, on the basis of the established salary range.

CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS
Support/office staff will be eligible for approved conferences or seminars as determined by the pastoral staff. The pastoral staff is responsible for guidance and approval of conferences to be attended by support/office staff members. Care must be taken to assure that a conference has a direct contribution to be made to a staff member’s work and thus is of benefit to the church.
Careful planning in the scheduling and attending of conferences is vital so that conflict with church-related responsibilities is avoided.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE OR VACATION WITHOUT PAY
Permanent employees requesting a leave of absence, or extended vacation without pay, must do so in writing to the pastoral staff, detailing the justification. A leave of absence normally shall not be granted for a period longer than thirty (30) calendar days. Any leave of absence must have authorization from the Board of Elders.

JURY DUTY
When a permanent employee is called for jury duty, time off with regular salary will be granted for work days during which such employee continues on jury duty, not to exceed four (4) weeks. Any fees received as a juror may be retained by the employee.

GARNISHMENTS AND WAGE ASSIGNMENTS
Occasionally an employee may fall behind in payments to creditors resulting in garnishment or assignment of wages. In such instances, the church is legally required to deduct a portion of the employee’s wages and forward the required amount to the creditor(s).

Holidays and Vacations

HOLIDAYS
The following are days recognized as holidays with pay for permanent full-time employees at (insert church here).
·	New Year’s Day
·	Good Friday
·	Victoria Day
·	Canada Day
·	August holiday
·	Labour Day
·	Thanksgiving Day
·	Remembrance Day
·	Christmas Day

When the holiday falls on a Saturday and/or Sunday, adjustments will be made.

If an employee must work on a holiday, a compensating day off shall be granted. Scheduling and arrangement for the compensating time off shall be made with the appropriate supervisor or pastoral staff.

If the holiday falls on a day which is the employee’s scheduled day off, a compensating day off in addition to the holiday shall be granted.

Permanent part-time and temporary employees are not granted paid holidays, but may reschedule their work in a manner so that they may be absent from their job on the holiday. All changes in work schedule shall be arranged and approved by the appropriate supervisor or pastoral staff.

VACATIONS
A “vacation year” is determined by the employee’s date of hire. Vacations for full-time support/office staff shall be granted vacation in accordance with the following schedule:

Years of Employment
Weeks of Vacation
One – five 
Two (2) weeks
Five –Ten  
Three (3) weeks
Ten and following 
Four (4) weeks

Permanent part–time employees shall be granted a vacation in accordance with the schedule above; however, the employee will be paid equivalent to the hours normally worked.

Permanent part-time employees are eligible to accrue vacation time after they have worked one year.

Temporary employees (employees who are not scheduled to work every week) are not eligible for paid vacation.

During the first six (6) months of employment, vacation taken shall not exceed vacation accrued. Vacation benefits accruing subsequent to the first six (6) months of service, including vacation earned and not taken, may be taken anytime during the remaining part of the current vacation year.

NOTE: Vacation time is accrued monthly and time paid will be equivalent to a regular five-day work week.
Monthly accrual fractions:
·	One week		.417 vacation days per month
·	Two weeks	.833 vacation days per month
·	Three weeks	1.25 vacation days per month
·	Four weeks	1.67 vacation days per month

Vacation time off shall be taken during the year in which the vacation credit accrues, and said vacation credit shall not be “carried over” or accumulated from one vacation year to another without written approval of the Board of Elders.

Because vacations are granted for the purpose of rest and relaxation away from the job, employees shall not be paid for days worked in lieu of vacation. Vacation not taken is a lost benefit.

All vacations for support/office staff shall be scheduled and co-ordinated with the appropriate supervisor or pastoral staff member. Approval must come from the pastoral staff.

Employees with accrued vacation time at retirement or termination will receive vacation pay.  Vacation time will be paid at the employee’s base rate.

TERMINATION PROCEDURES
1.	Voluntary Termination
Two (2) weeks written notification must be given prior to the effective date of resignation. Failure to make proper notification could result in the loss of any accumulated benefits.

2. Involuntary Termination
Any church employee may be terminated involuntarily for unsatisfactory performance, failure to support church programs, failure to adhere to established personnel procedures or behaviour unbecoming to a Christian (as determined by the vote of the church).

Support staff may be terminated by his/her supervisor with the approval of the Personnel Committee.

Appropriate and legal notice requirements will be met.

EVALUATIONS

Evaluating Potential Employees

1.	Is the applicant a Christian? Participating in a local church? Living and acting responsibly?  Does applicant have a good character and reputation?
2.	Is the applicant neat? Alert? Have good posture? Good facial expression?
3.	Is the applicant tactful? Courteous? Confident? Warm? Enthusiastic? Cheerful? Optimistic?  Animated? Humorous?
4.	Does the applicant have good pronunciation? Enunciation? Vocabulary? Grammar? Have good expression? With clarity? Act in an organized manner?
5.	Does the applicant have good educational and professional backgrounds? Can do the job at an acceptable level now or with training?
6.	Has the applicant exhibited mental effectiveness? Good personality? Skill at getting along with people? Good insight?
7.	In short, beginning with your initial contact, did you immediately sense that this person would fit in well and be qualified for the job?

The Interview
In his work Performance Appraisal in Management, M.R. Williams suggests that a good appraisal should:
1.	Acknowledge the subordinate’s strengths and consider how even greater use might be made of them.
2.	Acknowledge successes and, where appropriate, draw relevant lessons from them.
3.	Agree in areas where improved performance is necessary.
4.	Reaffirm the person’s role and the significance of his or her contribution to the work of the organization.
After the interview, review your own role as senior manager in light of the problems raised by the subordinate.
Sample Personnel Evaluation

(Confidential)
							disagree				agree
QUESTION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1. Do you feel adequately prepared for your responsibility with (insert church name here)?










Comments:




2.  How do you feel about your work achievements? Are they personally fulfilling?










Comments:




3.  Do you feel that your interpersonal relationships with staff are satisfactory?










Comments:




4.  Do you feel there is adequate communication between you and those with whom you work?










Comments:




5.  Do you feel your salary is at a proper level for the responsibility you carry and the hours you put in?










Comments:





							disagree				agree
QUESTION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
6.  Do you feel your position allows you to grow in your spiritual life?










Comments:




7.  Do you feel supported and encouraged by your immediate supervisor?










Comments:




8.  Do you have areas of concern or observations you wish to express to the Personnel Committee?










Comments:




9.  Are the duties you are expected to perform consistent with your job description? Should the description or the duties be revised?










Comments:




10.  Are you given adequate training and equipment to do your work?










Comments:







______________________________________	____________________________________
	Employee’s Signature							Date

SAMPLE PROBATION REVIEW

Name________________________________	Position_____________________________
Department____________________________	Date of Employment___________________
Date of Review_________________________	Review Period From_________To________

DEFINITION OF PERFORMANCE LEVELS
Commendable	=	Staff member is consistently better than the church’s performance 
                                    expectations in the subject area.
Satisfactory	=	Staff member fully meets the church’s performance expectations in   
                                    the subject area.
Developmental =	Staff member does not yet meet the church’s performance expectations in 
                                    the subject area.
Improvement	=	Staff member must meet the church’s performance expectations within 90 
Required                     days.


C
S
D
IR
TASK PERFORMANCE*




Quality, accuracy of work




Quantity of work




Knowledge of job




Work organization




Alertness to instruction




Response to opportunities that further knowledge and experience









PERSONAL PERFORMANCE*




Initiative




Creativity/flexibility




Dependability




Stability/perseverance




Grooming/physical fitness




Interest in the church




Evidences Christian virtues









INTERPERSONAL PERFORMANCE*




Relationship/friendliness with church staff




Relationship/friendliness with church members / attendees




Relationship/friendliness with community




Willingness to accept correction and guidance




Respects confidentiality of information




Communication




Supervision of volunteers




*  See Guidelines for Reviews for Staff (attached) for definitions
DEVELOPMENTAL PLANS AND GOALS FOR NEXT REVIEW PERIOD
Explain any “D’s” or “IR’s”. Any “IR’s” will be cause to consider an extension to probation or termination.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
PREVIOUS ISSUES: Comment on the following issues:
·	progress made on the development issues raised in last year’s performance review
·	growth through training received during the year
·	exceptional initiatives implemented during the year
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ON-GOING ISSUES: Comment on the following or any on-going issues that you feel should be discussed at this review:
·	issues that have been raised as development needs/opportunities during the year.
·	other items that you would like to discuss as part of this review which are not covered  elsewhere on this form
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
GOALS FOR THE COMING YEAR
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
STAFF MEMBER’S COMMENTS
I have participated in completing this review and have the following comments:
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
SUPERVISOR’S COMMENTS
I have participated in completing this review and have read the staff member’s comments. My concluding comments are:
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
SUPERVISOR’S RECOMMENDATION (to be completed at end of probation)
I recommend	_____	a continuing appointment
		_____	an extension to probation
		_____	resignation/termination

Staff Member’s Signature_________________________________	Date____________________
Supervisor’s Signature___________________________________	Date____________________
Personnel Committee Chair’s Signature______________________	Date____________________

GUIDELINES FOR REVIEWS

TASK PERFORMANCE
Quality of Work: Accuracy, completeness, neatness, thoroughness.
Quantity of Work: Volume, speed, keeps work up to date.
Knowledge of Job: Has thorough knowledge of job, keeps abreast of technical development in his/her field, growth in job.
Work Organization: Capable of planning and organizing work, punctual, systematic.
Alertness to Instruction: The ability to grasp instructions, to meet changing conditions, and to solve novel or problem situations.
Response to Opportunities that Further Knowledge and Experience: Recognizes, grasps, and uses opportunities to make improvements personally and in functional operations associated with the position.

PERSONAL PERFORMANCE
Initiative: Has suggested improvements for doing his/her job, requires a minimum of instruction for ordinary work assignments, self-reliant, resourceful.
Creativity/Flexibility: Talent for developing new ideas, for finding new and better ways of doing things, for being imaginative. Shows flexibility in application and implementation of ideas.
Dependability: Meets deadlines without close supervision, accepts responsibility when things go wrong; attitude, attendance, punctuality, respects work hours.
Stability/Perseverance: The ability to withstand pressure and to remain calm in crisis situations. Stick-to-it-iveness.
Grooming/Physical Fitness: Observes personal hygiene standards and dresses to fit the job; physically alert, energetic.
Interest in Denomination: Interest in the denomination as a whole, considers needs and interests of district and national offices, demonstrates a positive interest in the EFCC community.
Evidences Christian Virtues: Evidences a personal relationship with Christ and reflects wholesome Christian attitudes.

INTERPERSONAL PERFORMANCE
Relationship/Friendliness with District/National Office Staff: Friendly, effective ability to work with district superintendents, pastors, church secretaries, general EFCC constituency.
Relationship/Friendliness with Church Staff: Ability to get along with others, willingness to share in unpleasant aspects of job.
Relationship/Friendliness with Community: Ability to deal with community businesses / service providers in a friendly, effective manner.
Willingness to Accept Correction and Guidance: Ability to positively receive and use correction and guidance designed to assist the employee in modifying or improving performance.
Respects Confidentiality of Information: Ability to keep confidential information in orderly, safe fashion. Effectiveness in keeping confidences.
Communication: Ability to communicate both verbally and in writing in a clear, concise, and effective manner.
Supervision of Volunteers: Effective in planning and controlling work activities, motivating and developing subordinates improving work methods and results.

VOLUNTEER STAFF/PERSONNEL

SCREENING AND LIABILITY
Every organization that provides services or programs has a legal obligation to take reasonable precautions to protect its clients and staff, and the community, from harm coming from its premises, its programs or the people involved in them. This obligation is part of the common law and it also is implicit or explicit in many pieces of legislation.

Once an organization opens its doors or begins to run a program, it becomes potentially liable in a number of ways. If someone gets hurt physically, if someone is sexually assaulted, if someone is made ill by a product coming from the organization, if someone’s name is defamed by the organization, all of these are areas of potential liability.

Because services and programs are usually provided by people, one of the most significant areas of potential liability lies in the possibility that a staff member, an employee, a volunteer, or someone completing a student or court-ordered community service placement might harm a client or another staff member. This is why screening is such an important issue for organizations.

You cannot guarantee the absolute safety of your programs. The minute you start to run any kind of program, there is risk. Organizations have to do all they can to eliminate or minimize those risks, and screening is one such action they can take.

Screening is a process used by organizations to evaluate employees, volunteers, and other people who work or provide services for the organization. Screening takes place before people join the organization and continues until they leave.

Organizations use a variety of methods to screen future and present employees and volunteers, including the following:

·	well designed programs
·	application forms
·	in-home interviews
·	medical tests
·	police record checks
·	orientation sessions
·	probation periods
·	regular contact with clients and families
·	random spot checks
·	careful recruitment
·	interviews on-site
·	business, professional, volunteer, and personal reference checks
·	specialized tests with professionals
·	child abuse register checks
·	training
·	close supervision
·	regular evaluation and monitoring
·	pairing a new and long-term staff member

Organizations will decide what is appropriate and necessary to use for screening depending on what position someone is applying for or is currently doing.  They look especially hard at the risks involved in activities and at how vulnerable the clients or participants are. For example, if the organization sends people into the homes of frail seniors, or matches adults with children, then screening methods must be far more intense, because the risk of harm is so much greater.

Several steps need to be taken by any non-profit organization in Canada at this time.
1.	The Board (or Personnel Committee) must receive training in the area of risk management as it pertains to volunteers.
2.	The Board (or Personnel Committee) then does their own risk management audit.
3.	The Board (or Personnel Committee) develops and approves policies around the issues they have uncovered.
4.	>From the Board-approved policies, procedures are implemented. It is at this point that an education and training process may be initiated.

The Screening Handbook, the Education Dossier, the video Duty of Care, and the training materials developed for the National Campaign on Screening offer guidelines and relevant information intended to help organizations make decisions about their own screening measures. There is no one, single, best screening process for all organizations, although there are certainly examples of good practice from which organizations can learn. Other sources are also available.

VOLUNTEER APPLICATION FORM


A.	PURPOSE
This Application is to be completed by all volunteer applicants for any position involving the supervision or care of children (under age 18). The church has a spiritual, moral and legal obligation to provide a secure environment for those children participating in church programs and who are under the auspices of the church. To this end, this application and the application process are intended to assist.  

All information is strictly confidential and only persons with legitimate need will have access to any information obtained in the application process. Failure to complete any or all of the application may delay consideration. The applicant may review any questions of a sensitive, personal nature with the senior pastor in advance of completion. 


B.	PERSONAL BACKGROUND

Name ____________________________________ Date of Birth _______________________

Address ______________________________________________________________________

Telephone ____________________________   Marital Status __________________________

1.	What areas of children’s ministry are you prepared/interested in serving?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________________________________

2.	Are you prepared to attend seminars or workshops on children’s ministry as prescribed by the church?
_________________________________________________________________________

3.	What background/experience do you have in working with children (church or non-church)? (provide particulars of organization, time and responsibilities)
_________________________________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________________________________
      _________________________________________________________________________

4.	What is your membership or adherent status in the church?
_________________________________________________________________________

5.	Do you have a criminal record or have you ever been convicted of a criminal offence involving children or assaults?
_________________________________________________________________________										


6.	Are you prepared to consent to a criminal records search? 
_________________________________________________________________________

7.	Do you have a driver’s license?  If yes, the driver’s license number is __________________

8.	Have you been a victim of abuse/molestation? ____________
(This question may be discussed with the senior pastor in confidence rather than answering on this form. Failure to complete this question will not automatically disqualify an applicant for work with children.)


C.	REFERENCES
Please provide two personal references (name, address, phone number, relationship – not relatives)
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________


D.	STATEMENT
This information contained herein is correct. I authorize any references listed to provide any information requested pertaining to my character and fitness to participate in children’s ministry of the church.

Should my application be accepted, I agree to be bound by the constitution or bylaws, policies and procedures of (insert church here), including discipline processes, and to refrain from any conduct unbecoming in the performance of my responsibilities on behalf of the church.

Dated at __________________________, (province), this _____ day of _________, 20____.

Applicant’s Signature ______________________________________________

Criminal Check_________________  Reference Check_______________________

Training Taken__________________

Board Approval_____________________________,_________________________
		                  (Signed)                                            (Date)




											Revised 10/01
Personnel Reference Information Form

(Name of Church) _______________________________________________ 



RE: ________________________		DATE OF INQUIRY: _______________________
	Name of Personnel

Reference
Name ________________________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________
Phone _______________________________________________________________________

1.	How did you come to know the applicant? 
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

2.	How many years have you known the applicant?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3.	What experience does the applicant have with children?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

4.	Are there any concerns about the applicant’s commitment to the children’s ministry or to the applicant’s personal background which would affect his or her ability to minister or which would place children at risk?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________
Signature of Person Inquiring 
                                                                                                                                                                                               										Revised 10/01
Criminal Records Release

(Name of Church) __________________________________________________________ 

Board approval ___________________________, 20____
Membership approval _______________________________, 20____

I, (name in full), hereby authorize and direct that the (name of police department) release any information pertaining to any record of convictions contained in its files, or otherwise available to it, on me to (name of church, attention: senior pastor and address) and this release shall be your good and sufficient authority for doing so.

Dated at ___________________________, (province), this ____ day of _________, 20____.

__________________________________
Signature


Date of Birth ______________________		Place of Birth ______________________

VOLUNTEEER JOB DESCRIPTIONS

Sample Guidelines for Pre-school, Children, Youth, and Special Education Workers

PURPOSE
The disturbing and traumatic rise of physical and sexual abuse of children has claimed the attention of our nation and society. Unfortunately, churches that have children’s programs are not insulated from this alarming trend. The following policies have been established in response to this trend and reflect our commitment to provide protective care of all pre-schoolers, children, youth, and special education pupils attending any sessions at the church or any church-sponsored programs or activities.

GENERAL
1.	Individuals who have been convicted of either sexual or physical abuse should not volunteer to serve or seek employment in any church-sponsored activity program for pre-schoolers, children, youth, or special education pupils.
2.	Adult survivors of childhood sexual or physical abuse need the love and acceptance of this church family. Individuals who have such a history should discuss their desire to work with pre-schoolers, children, youth, or special education pupils with one of the pastoral staff prior to engaging in any volunteer service.
3.	Volunteers in the pre-school, children, youth, or special education areas are required to be members or adherents of this church, and must be approved by appropriate church personnel before they may begin working directly with pupils in these areas.
4.	Workers will be expected to observe the “two-person” rule. This means that when working in the pre-school, children, youth, or special education areas, workers should avoid one-on-one situations with pupils.
5.	All paid and volunteer workers should immediately report to the age-appropriate minister, church administrator, minister of education, or minister of music any behaviours or other incidents that seem abusive or inappropriate. The age-appropriate minister, church administrator, minister of education, or minister of music is responsible for making sure that appropriate measures are taken.
6.	From time to time opportunities for training in the prevention and recognition of the sexual abuse of children will be provided by the various ministry areas of the church. Paid and volunteer workers in these areas are expected to participate in the sessions.
7.	A criminal records check will be provided by all new pre-school, children, youth, and special education paid and volunteer workers. Criminal records checks may be re-run periodically.

TEACHER POLICY
Realizing the importance, privilege and responsibility of the teaching ministry of (insert church here), teachers/leaders of all age divisions shall agree to the following requirements of Faith and Practice.

Faith
1.	Have accepted Jesus Christ as personal Lord and Saviour (John 1:12).
2.	Be an active member of this church (Acts 2:41-42).
3.	Believe the Bible to be the inspired Word of God (2 Peter 1:20-21).
                                                                                                                                                                                  
4.	Believe teachers should be “an example of the believers, in word, in conversation, in charity, in spirit, in faith, in purity – giving attendance to reading, to exhortation, to doctrine; for in doing this they shall both save themselves, and them that hear thee” (1 Timothy 4:12-16).

Practice
1.	Regularly attend, and urge members of their class to be present at the Sunday morning, Sunday evening, and special all-church services, realizing that the Sunday School and church are inseparable (Heb. 10:24-25).
2.	Be faithful in attendance, arriving early to welcome each pupil as he arrives. If at any time, through some unavoidable circumstance, a teacher is unable to be present, he/she will notify the co-ordinator of their department as far in advance as possible  (1 Cor. 4:2).
3.	Carefully prepare the lessons and make each class session a matter of earnest prayer.
4.	Have as their highest aim to help the class members find Jesus Christ as personal Saviour, to publicly confess Him, and to grow in grace and knowledge in the Lord (Ps. 126:6).
5.	May visit prospects and visitors in their class, calling upon them in person if possible, or getting in touch with them in some other way to learn the reason for their absence (Luke 15:4-6).
6.	Teach from the Word of God, using the lessons approved by the Christian Education Coordinator, teaching in accordance with the distinctive doctrinal principles held by our church (Heb. 4:12).
7.	Work out and follow a plan for personal growth as a teacher by including whatever opportunities are offered by the church, such as teachers’ training classes and teachers’ meetings (2 Tim. 2:15).
8.	Co-operate with all fellow workers, serving for the greatest good of our church (Eph. 4:1-3).
9.	Be loyal to the pastor and program of this church.
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SERVICE INTEREST FORM

Name	__________________________________		Please list educational experience:
Address (home) __________________________		______________________________
Address (work) __________________________		______________________________
Phone (home)___________ (work) _________	_____________________________
			What kind of service would you be	
Employer ______________________________ 		interested in? __________________
Type of business ________________________		______________________________
Position in company _____________________		______________________________
Age	__17-25   __ 26-35  __ 36-55  __ Over 55 		Hours available to serve
Birthday	_______________________________		Monday ________Friday ________
Marital status ___________________________		Tuesday ________Saturday ______
Spouse's name___________________________		Wednesday ______Sunday _______
Formerly served as an ___elder?___ deacon?		Thursday ________

PLEASE CHECK INTERESTS/SKILLS/HOBBIES
___ Acting			___ Food Services/Cooking		___ Public Relations
___ Animals			___ Fund Raising			___ Public Speaking
___ Art Work 			___ Graphic Arts			___ Puppetry
___ Bible Studies		___ Greeter			            ___ Radio/Television/Film
___ Bridge			___ Handbells				___ Reading
___ Budgeting 		___ Horticulture/Gardening		___ Receptionist
___ Calligraphy		___ Hunting/Fishing			___ Recreation
___ Child Care 		___ Instrumentalist			___ Research/Archives
___ Choir			___ Interior Design			___ Scouting
___ Clowns			___ Job Placement			___ Senior Citizens
___ Community Ministries   	___ Languages 			___ Set Design
___ Computers 			___ French			___ Sewing
___ Construction 			___ German			___ Singing
___ Costume Design			___  Spanish			___ Small Group Leader
___ Counselling			___ Other			___ Song Leader
___ CPR/First Aid		___ Library				___ Stage Lighting
___ Crafts			___ Mail-outs				___ Statistical Analysis
___ Dance			___ Mechanic				___ Surveying/Polling
___ Education 		___ Miscellaneous  Repairs		___ Telephoning
___ Pre-school 	___ Narration				___ Tellers
___ Children		___ Organist				___ Transportation/Driving
___ Youth 		___ Photography			___ Travel
   				___ Day School	___ Pianist				___ Tutoring
___ VBS		___ Prayer Room			___ Typing/Secretarial
___ Electrician 		___ Printing/Typesetting		___ Ushers
___ Exercise/Aerobics 	___ Prison Ministries			___ Visitation
___ Financial/Estate Planning ___Public Address Systems		___ Woodworking/Carpentry
___ Flower Arranging		___ Programs for Disabled		___ Writing

Outline for Job Descriptions for Volunteers
TITLE OF POSITION ___________________________________________________________

SUPERVISOR _________________________________________________________________

PURPOSE ____________________________________________________________________

DUTIES
1.

2.

3.

4.
EXPECTATIONS
1.

2.

3.

4.
PERSONAL REWARDS FOR VOLUNTEERS - Rewards for volunteers? Doesn’t that idea fly in the face of the definition of a volunteer as a person who serves freely by personal choice? Not really. It’s true that volunteers do not receive wages, fringe benefits, or bonuses. But volunteers do receive emotional and spiritual rewards. Consider these personal rewards for volunteers:
1.	Contributing to a vital cause. Some persons find great satisfaction in being part of a goal-oriented organization. They join with other folks on the same mission and feel the exhilaration of being “on the team.” These volunteers are concerned with excellence, production, problem solving, and the achievement of goals.
2.	Enjoying the fellowship of like-minded persons. These volunteers relish being with other persons in whose company they feel comfortable. They value warm and friendly relationships and enjoy listening, sharing information and feelings, and giving encouragement to others.
3.	Influencing individuals and groups. These volunteers want to be heard, like to have their advice heeded, and enjoy position and prominence. They generally hold strong opinions, are outspoken and fluent, sometimes like to debate issues and win arguments, and intend to change others. Hopefully their major concern at this point is to invest their influence in inspiring and empowering others to reach group goals.
These three categories of volunteers have been called achievers, affiliators, and power people. Achievers serve their organization best by organizing new projects and programs, by solving challenging problems, and by brainstorming possibilities and options. Affiliators nurture and lend support by counselling, greeting, listening, and acting as hosts and hostesses. Power people are the movers and shakers who raise money, etc.


Appointment of Volunteers

Members or adherents who are interest in working with children/youth in the church shall indicate their interest to the Board (appointed) Representative(s).

The Board Representative shall give interested parties a copy of the Volunteer Application Form to complete (time limits may be given as required).

Only one application per person is required.

Volunteers will submit the completed application with references and a criminal check to the Board Representative.

Volunteers that are 18 years or under will not be required to obtain a criminal check.

Volunteers will be required to attend training Seminars.

Applications will be reviewed by the Board Representative, and references will be contacted.  Based on the application, the reference and the criminal check, names of desirable individuals will be submitted to the Board.

In cases where the board is unsure about the desirability of an individual, the applicant will be interviewed by the Board Representative and at least one Board Member.

Based on the application, the references and the criminal check, desirable individuals will be appointed by the Board to serve as children/youth leaders in church programs.

New volunteers will be screened upon application.  Returning volunteers will need to go through the screening process every five years.
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Implementation Procedure

TASK									RESPONSIBLE

1.  Approval of Policies						Membership

2.  Distribution of Volunteer Application Forms			Board *

3.  Training of Volunteers						Board *

4.  Checking of References						Board *

5.  Interviews (if necessary)						Board

6.  Appointment of Volunteers					Board


* The Board may appoint another individual(s).
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CALLING A PASTOR
Helps for the church and the Search Committee


The congregation sits in stunned silence as the pastor announces his resignation.  While it had been rumored for a while, the reality of it was still a heavy blow.

When a beloved pastor resigns, the emotions which a congregation experiences are not very different from those of the death of a family member.  How this delicate situation is handled therefore is very crucial.

Great care should obviously be given to concluding this chapter in the life of the church.  You should plan the farewell and departure of the pastor and his family with sensitivity and thoroughness.  His exit can greatly impact the success of your next pastor.  Therefore, DO IT WELL!

IMPORTANT ATTITUDES

While individuals will express varying opinions regarding the pastor’s resignation, the leaders of the church should encourage a constructive, forward-looking philosophy which in essence, accepts the decision of the pastor as his best interpretation of God’s will for his life, and looks to Christ, the Head of the Church, to supply the undershepherd of his choice for the future.  Such a wholesome outlook will be the result of much prayer but also of accepting by faith the following assumptions:

1.	That God will direct the decisions of the church if His will is genuinely desired.
2.	That the Holy Spirit has been provided to give the guidance the church needs
3.	That the new full-time pastor should be secured as soon as possible.  The notion that the church will save some money by delaying to call a pastor is a false economy.
4.	That the church can actually experience spiritual growth as it faces the challenge of seeking a new pastor.
5.	That prayer will be a part of the search process from the beginning to the end.  The entire church should be continually engaged in prayer support.

Having assumed these important attitudes, let’s take some steps together toward the calling of a new pastor.


THE ADVENTURE BEGINS
	
Your Superintendent is prepared and skilled to help your church through this very important transition.  He has valuable materials to share with you which will make the job easier and more 
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effective.  As soon as possible after your pastor has resigned, give your Superintendent a call and invite him to help you.  Calling him to come in early may keep you from making some basic 
errors which could impact the whole process.  For many church leaders this may be the first time that they are involved in the pastoral search process.

AN INTERIM PASTOR?

With your Superintendent’s counsel, you will also be able to determine if there may be wisdom in securing a part-time or full-time interim pastor.  This is highly recommended in cases where your former pastor was much loved and had been at the church for more than ten years, or if there were serious problems surrounding the departure of the pastor.  As interim pastorate, from six months to a year, could have a tremendous healing and unifying effect.

ORGANIZING FOR ACTION

The church will need to elect or appoint a Pastoral Search Committee.  Usually the Constitution outlines the procedure.  If it does not do so, then one of two procedures are followed:

1.	The church Board is asked to serve as the Pastoral Search Committee, or

2.	A Representative Committee is elected by the church.  Usually five to seven members are chosen.  The church elects that number by nomination from the floor and a closed ballot.

The business meeting must be properly called with proper notification and requirements for a quorum.  The Pastoral Search Committee will elect its own chairman and secretary.

YOUR FIRST MEETING

Now set a date for your first meeting.  Make sure that your Superintendent has been invited to attend.

There will be a temptation to begin the meeting by immediately throwing some names of potential pastors into the hopper.  You should resist doing that in the first meeting.

Before you talk about names you need to reflect on where the church is currently at, what your needs are and what your goals are, so that pastoral candidates can be matched with these distinctives.

WHERE ARE WE?

Take some time to evaluate where you are as a church.  Does your church have some special needs at this time?  Not who, but what kind of a pastor is needed at this time.



A number of evaluation tools are valuable and could benefit your church if you took time to work through them.  A key tool is the “Finding the Right Pastor” workbook available from your Superintendent or the Home Office.

You should write up a profile of the church.  Include a brief history, the present membership, average attendance at all regular services, monthly total of all offerings, capacity and condition of your building, indebtedness, and a running list of all your pervious pastors who have served the church with the years of service for each.

WHERE ARE WE GOING?

Begin to think about the future of your church.  What is your dream or your vision for the church?  Lay out some goals for the next three to five years.  What would you like to see happen in this church?

Then list some qualifications which you would like to see in a pastor.  What kind of pastoral qualities will be needed to help you achieve your goals?

Now we are ready to start talking about names of prospective pastors.  Someone once said that “Our biggest job is to get the right pastor into the right church, at the right time.”  That should be our objective.

MAKE A LONG LIST

Begin by making a long list of prospective pastors.  Names can be secured from your Superintendent and from members of the congregation.  It is perfectly ethical for you to consider pastors from other churches.  Normally, though, you would not want to consider a pastor who has only been in a church for a short time.

YOUR SHORT LIST

Number your long list in order of preference and begin to process the first three to six names.  You should process not less than three names immediately so that if your first candidate declines, you don’t always have to keep going back to square one in the process.

GATHER YOUR DATA

First get a good profile document on each candidate.  DO NOT SHORT CIRCUIT THIS PROCESS.  You may be able to get copies of a MINISTERIAL PROFILE of at least some of the people on your list from your district office.

In addition to a profile on each candidate, begin immediately to send out reference forms on each one.  You should get three, or preferably more, references on each candidate.




CONFIDENTIALITY AND COMMUNICATION

It will be important for you as a Search Committee to be sure that certain plans, and especially names of prospective candidates, are kept confidential.  Yet communicating regularly with your church is vitally important.  Inform the church of your game plan so that they too know what the rules are.

There will be a period of time when you evaluate the church, build your lists and get your references, that the process will appear to be going too slowly.  Reporting to the church regularly and engaging their prayer support will help build trust and unity.

NOW PRIORITIZE

From the profiles, the Search Committee selects names that look the most promising for the church.  Someone from the Committee should telephone these or write to them to see if they would be willing to be considered as a possible candidate.  If their profile is incomplete, it can be updated at that time also.

Begin immediately to send reference forms to as many people as possible.   DO NOT send reference forms to individuals who are currently members of his church.  References are your BEST source of information.  You should also follow up references from the reference forms.  To save time you may want to follow these up by phone.

After you review all your material and choose the most suitable candidate, you should consider sending a delegation of your Committee to visit the church where he is currently a pastor, and also interview him in person or by telephone.  If indications are positive, the Search Committee will invite the candidate to visit your church and have him introduced to the congregation.

BRING THEM IN

Mail order brides are generally a risky venture for a meaningful, lifelong relationship.  Calling a pastor is too serious a matter to just leave to Canada Post.  Bringing the candidate in for a full week would be great but not always possible.  A weekend through a Monday is a common practice.  Make sure to also bring in the pastor’s wife.  Don’t let travel expense be your chief deterrent.

ONE AT A TIME PLEASE

Never, never vote on more than one candidate at a time.  This is a hard and fast rule – the law of the Swedes and the Persians.  Considering two candidates at a time could seriously divide your church.  Nor is it fair to the candidate.  This is not a popularity contest.  Prayer and the guidance of the Hold Spirit are the key factors in calling a pastor.





THE BIG VISIT

While a weekend is very short time for such an important event, it is not often possible to make it much longer.  Have the candidate preach as well as share with key groups in the church.  The Pastor and his wife should visit in homes of some of the key leaders in the church.  The Search Committee should meet with the candidate and his wife at the beginning of the visit as well as at the end.  An informal meeting, where the members and the candidate meet in an open forum to discuss the church and its future could be very helpful.

The Search Committee should have an extended period of discussion where matters of theology, leadership styles, priorities, preaching style, current issues, involvement in the denomination, salary, pension, and a host of other issues are openly discussed.  You want to look not only for information but attitudes and the ability to interact with you.

AFTER THE VISIT

The church should meet during the week to pray, to evaluate and to make the important decision about the candidate.  If the church votes to call the candidate, the work of the Search Committee has immediately concluded.  The church Board will prepare a letter of call on behalf of the church.

It’s an excellent idea to telephone the candidate immediately after the vote, as he will be anxiously waiting to hear what the response has been.  But make sure you follow it up by letter as well, with all the details included.  If the church fails to call him or if he declines the call, the Search Committee continues its work in the same way as they began the process.  Only do not be discouraged.  This is not failure, only an indication of the Lord’s leading so far.  You are not going on to the second choice, but continuing to seek God’s first choice.

Be thorough in your letter of call.  Now is the time to clarify issues.  Give the candidate a reasonable time, like about two weeks, for a reply.  Tell him to feel free to call if he needs points clarified.  Pray a lot and leave the results with the Lord.

As a courtesy to all candidates, a note should be sent to each informing them that you now have a pastor and thank them for their willingness to be considered.

Once the process has been completed, you can destroy all committee records. This includes committee minutes, candidate profiles, and references on himself or the other candidates.  These are confidential

Above all, make prayer your first and most important work.  Calling a new pastor is one of the most important things you will do.  Surround yourselves with the prayers of the congregation throughout the process.

NOW GO ON – HAVE A GREAT MINISTRY TOGETHER!!



